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ABSTRACT

Technology plays a vital role in public and private businesses, governments, and organizations,
and can be especially useful to organizations that may know the least about it. Unfortunately,
many Community Based Organizations (CBOs) have traditionally been unable to embrace
contemporary tools due to lack of capacity, time or money. This paper begins to identify issues
related to the technology gap faced by CBOs in a case study that examines community economic
empowerment for the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative® (DSNI). The problem was
approached through a community-university partnership between the Cornell University CRP 607
GIS Workshop Class (Sibley Consulting) and DSNI. One of the main technological tools used in
bridging this gap was the use of geographic information systems (GIS). With an increase in GIS
capability, DSNI can collect, manage, analyze and visualize neighborhood data, thus providing
simple but powerful knowledge to the community. A geodatabase should be created where new
and existing data can be stored, updated, and utilized repetitively. The geodatabase will allow
DSNI to manipulate the data for a wide range of uses such as evaluating neighborhood trends for
economic development.
This classroom experiment provided students with an opportunity to provide professional
technology services as a ‘mock’ consulting team. However, all of the data, maps and geospatial
and other web-based technology evaluations will be utilized by DSNI and will have an immediate
impact on the future of the Dudley neighborhood. This report is an educational tool for DSNI in
order to evaluate the future database design and community GIS application. This report can also
be seen as a model by which other community-university teams can measure their successful
implementation to create a resident led community database information management system. A
series of base maps which depict existing conditions along with secondary data resources have
been used to evaluate the Dudley Neighborhood in Roxbury and North Dorchester,
Massachusetts.
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PREFACE
Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. I can never be what I ought to be until you are what
you ought to be. This is the interrelated structure of reality. ~ Martin Luther King, Jr.
December 2004
The work assembled here is but one of the many seeds planted to arrest years of disempowerment,
separation, and intentional disinvestment within one of the most vibrant communities in the United States.
Boston, Massachusetts continues to foster a new sense of place by making neighborhoods more livable but
nationwide the typical ills of many older urban neighborhoods continue to manifest. Years of neglect -both in human capital and infrastructure -- will not be overcome within the underground tunnels of the
Central Artery but on the streets, and in the homes, of families seeking safe and affordable places to live.
The technology that catapults Boston into a first futures city can also be used to energize the slow, to no
growth neighborhoods that are held within its borders. Unfortunately, the communities that can ill afford to
be left behind on the information highway continue to do so in record numbers. Community Based
Organizations (CBO) have been able to identify critical needs but also are under attack due to receding
financial and administrative support. One of the most innovative CBOs which failed to yield is the Dudley
Street Neighborhood Initiative® (DSNI). Since 1984, DSNI continues to take bold steps by demanding
control of the land in the Roxbury/North Dorchester triangle through the power of eminent domain. Now
in its 20th year, DSNI is considering how the use of technology and control of data resources can foster
continued community empowerment through economic development.
To assist in this effort, the Cornell University City & Regional Planning (CRP) 607 GIS Workshop class
created a neighborhood advocacy team. Sibley Consulting responded to the DSNI request for a ‘first step’
evaluation of technology while providing base level mapping services. The Sibley Consulting team started
by conducting a neighborhood assessment and partnership meetings which included DSNI and City of
Boston municipal and regional agencies who provided data and project support. The process of
collaboration became almost more important than the team goal to ‘make maps’. DSNI suggested that the
primary reason for technology adoption was to improve data management and administrative processes
while maintaining ‘full and complete’ public participation in the neighborhood planning process. With this
in mind, the team focused on the following tools: ArcGIS geographic information systems (GIS),
CommunityViz, WebSurveyor and Blackboard for distance project management. The enclosed report
summarizes the major activities of Sibley Consulting based upon the overall DSNI strategic planning goal
of community economic empowerment.
This report is not an instructional guide for developing a comprehensive neighborhood planning process.
The team faced limitations of time, distance and the inability to fully engage the community in the mapping
process. Sibley Consulting does provide DSNI with a practical starting point for developing a GIS through
a user assessment survey, a database structure built upon mission critical goals, relevant information for
development of a geodatabase, increased GIS knowledge and capacity through providing map samples and
the ability to use advanced GIS technology through future project partnerships. The project maps and data
archive will be used in January 2005 as part of the MIT/MAPC “Intelligent Middleware for Understanding
Neighborhood Markets” initiative sponsored by The Brookings Institution.
The CU-DSNI project could never have been completed without the support of many who share the same
ideal -- to empower our neighbors-- so that all have the chance for a more compassionate life. The Sibley
Consulting team provided e-technology services but also created a model for public-private-non-profit
partnerships that allows the process to be led by the community and not driven by the data.
Michelle M. Thompson, Ph.D.
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INTRODUCTION

The CRP 607 GIS Applications Workshop class was a group of eight members of the Cornell University
community, comprised of undergraduate and graduate students in the Cornell University Department of City
and Regional Planning and Department of Crop and Soil Sciences. The team was formed in August 2004 under
the direction of Professor Michelle Thompson and assisted by DK Yoon. Its initial purpose was to provide
professional mapping and analysis services for the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative® (DSNI), a
community based organization in the Roxbury/North Dorchester neighborhoods of Boston, Massachusetts.
The class provided a venue to simulate a consulting services team in a professional working environment and
thus formed Sibley Consulting. Sibley Consulting created a community-university partnership with DSNI for
several reasons. The team wanted to foster an environment that was centered on an ‘assets based’ approach
through collaboration. Communities are the fundamental unit upon which planning takes place. Despite a
frequent lack of accessibility to certain administrative/technical planning skills, there is no substitution for the
local knowledge that only communities can contribute to the neighborhood planning process. Therefore,
collaboration with other entities is often useful for the purpose of enhancing technical skills, training, problem
definition, program development, and other resources that are necessary for a comprehensive planning
approach. Universities are one of these entities can blend theoretical models with neighborhood knowledge for
a more holistic, and reflective, approach to neighborhood planning. This approach would begin to reduce a
common criticism of academia which suggests that an accurate picture of the real world and its problems is not
reflected outside of the theoretical realm. On a practical level, such partnerships then allow university students
to better understand the ‘promises and pitfalls,’ and supplement their theoretical background with practical
experience while providing technical skills for communities. Thus, the community-university partnership is in
true recognition of the idea that planning cannot happen in a vacuum.
In recent years, there has been a movement away from the ‘top down’ theoretical approach to community
planning. The ‘bottom up’ approach is still not the norm but there has been a major shift in the approach to
community planning as reflected in more resident led initiatives. In the field of city and regional planning,
where most of the members of Sibley Consulting have their backgrounds, collaboration with Community Based
Organizations (CBO) is of particular importance. CBOs focus on social and economic aspects of community
development through issues such as neighborhood planning, affordable housing, business development, youth
programs and job training where the limits of their influence is not confined by artificial boundaries but the
needs that are identified.
DSNI was identified as the partner in this particular collaboration for several reasons, including its work in the
above-mentioned areas but also because of its richness in history, culture and diversity. Historically one of the
most blighted and disregarded neighborhoods in Boston, DSNI was formed in 1984 to empower the residents to
take control of their neighborhood and create a healthy and vibrant community in Roxbury and North
Dorchester, Massachusetts. Since then, the Dudley neighborhood has become one of the most widely known
CBO success stories and has attracted national attention for its bottom-up planning approach and unwavering
persistence. Through these and other mechanisms, DSNI has the honor of being the only CBO in the country to
have gained eminent domain authority. This power has allowed DSNI to promote redevelopment of the
triangle and maintain the character of the community.
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Having just celebrated its 20th Anniversary, DSNI is currently looking for additional ways to address the
ongoing issues and concerns in the neighborhood in accordance with their mission statement,
To empower Dudley residents to organize, plan for, create and control a vibrant, diverse and
high quality neighborhood in collaboration with community partners1.
In order to achieve their mission, DSNI has placed their strategic focuses on three main areas:
♦ Community Economic Power
♦ Resident Leadership
♦ Youth Development and Opportunities
At the initial DSNI-Sibley Consulting team meeting on September 10, 2004, the DSNI staff reviewed the initial
goals that had been discussed with the former DSNI IT/Mapping Liaison to make sure that the same goals were
identified and that the desired deliverables were required. With these initial strategic focuses in mind, Sibley
Consulting posed a few initial questions to aid in developing the framework and scope of the project:
♦ How can GIS and other technologies serve as tools to help DSNI meet their goals and objectives?
♦ How can these technologies be sustainable in the long term? Namely, what resources and education
should be made available so that DSNI would be able to create, maintain and use data internally?
♦ There has been a split between the “data-driven” planning approach and the “user-driven” planning
approach. How could these two methods supplement one another instead of alienating one another?
♦ What type of mapping and analysis would help DSNI to better understand trends and issues facing its
constituency, and from there make the best possible informed decisions to help meet its goals and
objectives?
♦ What future collaboration would be necessary to make a comprehensive and sustainable project that
would continue to be a benefit to DSNI, the City of Boston, and also serve as a model for other CBOs
in the future?
Based upon the responses to the questions posed and after reflecting upon this preliminary meeting with DSNI
and the data partners within the City of Boston and Metropolitan Area Planning Council, Sibley Consulting
developed a project plan proposal highlighting the main objectives and priorities. The project plan not only
considered these needs but also focused on what the impending needs would be after our 3-month project
ended. The preliminary plan identified the following three main objectives which ties into one of DSNI’s three
strategic focuses - Community Economic Power. These objectives are:
1. To provide DSNI with information about GIS and the potential benefits it has to offer community
based organizations;
2. To provide GIS based analysis of housing and economic development trends in the Dudley
neighborhood, and

1

www.dsni.org
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3. To design an organizational structure for the extensive data resources that DSNI can incorporate into a
GIS format.
The team then laid out a strategic plan to accomplish each of these objectives. The primary objective was to
identify existing resources that would foster greater community participation and understanding on the uses and
applications of GIS in a neighborhood context. In order to accomplish this, the team:
1) evaluated CommunityViz, a community visualization and assessment tool;
2) provided resources to better understand the uses and functions of GIS;
3) evaluated WebSurveyor, a web-based survey analysis tool for completion of a Community Technology
Survey;
4) identified other reports and analyses completed on DSNI by compiling an annotated bibliography of
DSNI historical documents.
The second objective was carried out through an extensive series of mapping and analysis. The three areas in
which this process was performed were land use control, including affordable housing, community asset
identification and economic development. The base maps that are provided in this report are meant to provide
DSNI with an idea of the type of mapping and analysis that can be performed by using these to explore existing
condition, identify data failures and update these resources with local knowledge. In the future, DSNI will be
in a better position to encourage new investors by monitoring development that has been occurring, how it is
affecting land and housing values, and the type of development that would be beneficial to undertake in the
future.
The third objective is more extensive than the Sibley Consulting project timeframe would allow, considering
that the project was started in September 2004 and completed by the end of December 2004. However, the
team has set the foundation for the future design and construction of a comprehensive GIS geodatabase. Initial
review of existing GIS data was conducted, as well as additional data mining and the recommendation of a data
structure and organization. The creation of the DSNI geodatabase task is expected to be continued by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) through the
Brookings Institution’s Urban Markets Initiative. The project entitled “Intelligent Middleware for
Understanding Neighborhood Markets,” (going forward will be known as ‘Middleware’ project) will take the
data provided by Sibley Consulting and incorporate it into a comprehensive database in order to facilitate data
sharing between regional, local, and neighborhood organizations. Additionally, MIT planning students will be
working closely with DSNI in the Spring of 2005 to expand on the initial mapping project using the base maps
and exploring the types of questions that this initial mapping exercise was able to answer.
Although timing limitations posed by the academic calendar is often recognized to be a restriction of the
community-university partnership, it is with the effort and dedication of the community and the universities that
continued collaboration can be made possible. It is under the direction of Michelle Thompson, Thompson RE
Consultants and Joe Ferreira, MIT that the scope of this project can be further expanded through continued
partnership with the City of Boston Department of Neighborhood Development (DND), Boston Assessing
Department the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) and MassHousing.
For further information, please consult the DSNI website (http://www.dsni.org) and the Sibley Consulting
website (http://www.sibleyconsulting.com).
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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT TECHNOLOGY & THE COMMUNITY CONNECTION
Community Based Organizations and GIS
In recent years, the supply and demand for spatial data has increased dramatically. Unfortunately, the data has
failed to reach those who need it most. Some of the nation’s greatest challenges are found in communities that
lack the resources to make informed decisions that are supported by internal data management information
systems. As a result, solutions are often dictated by institutions of higher learning that may have easier access
to data, but do not have a complete understanding of local issues. The accepted paradigm suggests that
municipal authorities with meaningful data are best able to generate optimal solutions to issues faced by a
community to evaluate the ‘health and economic vitality’ of each neighborhood. Primarily located within
Boston’s Empowerment Zone2, the Dudley Neighborhood has the opportunity to demonstrate the power of
place in the manner of its residents’ choosing.
Since most information has a geographic component, community based organizations that know how to acquire
and interpret such data are better equipped to make strategic planning decisions. Simply, geographic
information systems (GIS) is a tool that allows the user to maintain existing data and create new datasets that
could not typically be displayed or analyzed within the same venue due to incompatible data structures. It is
critical that the Community Based Organization (CBO) understand how to acquire, maintain and create data, as
these are major factors that are taken into account during decision-making process. GIS is now seen as a way
to ‘level the playing field’ whereby citizen planners have the types of information and systems that would
create an environment where the community planning process started ‘on the street’ instead of in city hall.
Other forms of technology are important for the CBO to maintain as well. Having modern word processing,
spreadsheet and database capabilities will greatly complement GIS. These have the ability to provide more indepth analysis for the organization at little additional cost. DSNI currently already has these capabilities, and
should have little trouble integrating GIS technology into their regular business activities.
INTRODUCTION TO GIS & COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTERS (BASIC CONCEPTS)
A Community Resource Centers (CRC) is a virtual or place-based organization that supports and encourages
the use of technology by community based organizations. CRCs have evolved from information centers to
information conduits where information is dispensed through a wide variety of technological mediums. The
main goal of a CRC is to provide technology access, resources, support, training and education to CBOs3.
CRCs provide their neighborhood partners with an integrated solution to the multitude of issues that they face.
CRCs serve as a framework for cooperation among all stakeholders, and allow for the development of effective
solutions that will satisfy the greatest number of people.
GIS can serve as an important service that community resource centers can offer. If made accessible to an
informed citizenry, it can offer a powerful tool for residents to generate their own solutions to questions that
require a geographic component. Since the variables that GIS can help analyze do not exist independently,
additional information located at these centers can help provide a more comprehensive view of the
neighborhood. They also provide a forum for residents to exchange information for common benefit.
2

The City of Boston Empowerment Zone: http://www.ezinfo.org (12/31/04)
Morales, Xavier and Michelle M. Thompson, What is a CRC and Why is it Needed?, internal memorandum dated 6 April
2004. Thompson RE Consultants.
3
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GIS BASICS – AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC PROBLEM SOLVING
As part of the overall goal of the CBO management strategy, the desire and design of incorporating technology
must be based on how this technology can answer ‘critical questions’ which reflect the needs of the community
and are supported by obtaining relevant and valid data that will provide the answers. Each neighborhood will
have to tailor questions that must be addressed based upon the neighborhood’s individual needs. While there
are similarities between neighborhoods that can offer convenient starting points for asking informative
questions, these similarities alone cannot capture the nuances that help establish sense of place. Therefore, each
question needs to be asked by the community individually and should reflect a Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)4 analysis. These questions are typically based on the commonly-held
values that each resident stakeholder has.
However, these questions need to be balanced against the priorities that the neighborhood decides upon and
those that are imposed from the outside. For example, a community could value both environmental
remediation and historic preservation. However, funding is only available for cleaning up hazardous waste
sites. A community in this situation would have to refine their questions to reflect the financial environment or,
if there is sufficient support, lobby for the lower priority historic preservation funding as well. These are all
factors for the community to take into account when developing questions.
A potential way to gauge public support for the identified areas of concern is through the use of web services.
WebSurveyor, an online survey tool, provides a survey design medium that allows control over the format,
design and delivery of qualitative and quantitative surveys. A further way in which one could involve and
educate the public is to deploy an internet mapping service, such as ESRI’s ArcIMS, and encourage the public
to use it. To determine what topics the public is most interested in, the CBO could then gather statistics from
surveys, as well as tracking the number of views that each online map receives as a first step. This would help
the CBO focus its efforts in directions the public is most interested in. It is important to understand the
implications of self-designed surveys and the inferences made when using the results. These issues have been
explored in the Web Surveyor Review found in the appendix.
What answers require geographic solutions?
Once the community determines the questions for which it would like answers, the next step would be to decide
which questions require geographic solutions. Primarily focusing on those significant geographic factors will
reduce the amount of data acquisition, creation and interpretation required and allows the community to use its
own resources most efficiently.
One major factor that requires a geographic solution is zoning. Zoning laws guide certain types of development
to areas where the community feels it would be most beneficial. The “Dudley Mile” Zoning Map (Figure 1) is a
reflection of the community’s desire for a commercially vibrant stretch of Dudley Street. A familiarity of this
map and similar information will allow the neighborhood to most effectively revise its choices when it feels it
is prudent to do so. A limitation of this map is reflected in the overabundance of residential parcels along a
primarily commercial corridor. This map can be used by DSNI to research the most recent source for land use
provided by the zoning, identify any changes recommended as part of the ‘Roxbury Strategic Master Plan’ that
is currently being proposed and cross-reference this with any allowable uses or updates made by the DSNI land
trust, Dudley Neighbors Inc. (DNI)5.

4
5

SWOT Community Planning Analysis: http://ctb.ku.edu/tools/en/sub_section_main_1049.htm (12/31/04)
Dudley Neighbors Incorporated: www.dsni.org/DNI
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Figure 1: Dudley Mile Zoning Map

While zoning information indicates what is legally permitted in an area, maintaining a comprehensive picture
of the development trends of the neighborhood will allow the community to direct its future development.
While the parcel information may appear abstract to the GIS technician at City Hall, members of the
community own many of these parcels. Combined with existing relationships within the community, these data
provide the basis for collaborative action in shaping the direction of the area.

Figure 2: Changes in Land Use, DSNI Boundary
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DSNI has sought to raise the standard of living within the community by encouraging residents to take ownership of their
neighborhood. The success of this idea is supported by the considerable increases in the assessed residential land values
within Roxbury over the period 1994-2004 (Figures 3 and 4). These data can encourage a sense of progress and vibrancy
of community and can also indicate which areas require more targeted attention.

Figure 3: Assessed Values of Residential Properties over Time, DSNI Triangle
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Figure 4: Assessed Values of Residential Properties over Time, DSNI Boundary

Demographic data is also an important factor in local decision-making. The information can help the
community determine, from a quantitative perspective, which neighborhoods require the most assistance and
what type of assistance would be most beneficial. Combined with powerful local knowledge of the
community’s needs, socioeconomic analyses can be a potent tool for affecting change. Figures 5 and 6 are
some examples of how demographics can be portrayed visually to aid in the decision-making process.

Figure 5: DSNI Area Aerial Photo and Demographic Profile
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Figure 6 creates a series of maps that provides indicators of business investments in the DSNI service area.
These maps are an example of mixed methods analysis where land information (e.g. parcel data) can be
combined with select commercial variables within census tracts (e.g. in this case stores but could use socioeconomic features). An example of this multi-level and mixed methods analysis is provided in the appendix
under the heading Map Creation Step-by-Step: Population within ‘Dudley Mile’ ¼ mile buffer.
Figure 6: Existing Commercial in DSNI

For further information and examples of how to identify the different questions that GIS can answer, as well as
the functions that could be used to answer these questions, please refer to ESRI’s Getting to Know ArcGIS
Desktop for ArcGIS 9, which is included in the library of books that ESRI has donated to DSNI.
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GIS RESOURCES AND REQUIREMENTS

Once the community has determined which questions require a geographic solution, data is needed that
contains relevant information and the software to process it a meaningful way. Several options are available to
help meet this need, although they vary in utility.
Data
Internal
GIS data developed by the CBO can be a cost-effective means of collecting information about the community.
Organizations can create data in a number of traditional GIS formats. These data may be derived from existing
datasets or field-collected by available staff or through community service learning projects (similar to the
project completed by Sibley Consulting). If the organization desires to field-collect original data, investing or
borrowing appropriate global positioning system (GPS) technology would be required. A sample project would
include a survey of ‘informal parks’ that are part of the community fabric but are not identified as ‘community’
parks by the city planning departments. These informal parks can be added to the existing ‘park’ database to
encourage the planning departments to include these in their neighborhood maintenance plans or adopt them as
part of the neighborhood ‘green’ project. While GPS units with high accuracy (up to around 1 inch) typically
cost thousands of dollars, those with accuracies of around 10 feet are available for costs in the low hundreds.
Which option is best is for the community to decide.
Developing internal data sources is an important first step towards taking ownership of the data. Based on local
knowledge and expertise, internal data offers multiple advantages for the CBO. Since the study area is in close
proximity, data can be field-checked and updated as frequently as desired. In addition, the CBO has maximum
control over data collection methods and maintenance. These data can also be customized to fit the
organization’s particular needs. These data may also be integrated with existing databases with GIS data.
While an extremely valuable component of any CBO is the GIS data repository, there are also several
disadvantages. Collecting accurate, useable data in the field is extremely expensive and time-consuming.
Unless otherwise desired, field data collection should take place only when there is a surplus of time and
financial resources. Also, internal data should be harmonized with commonly accepted standards for collection
and presentation so that it may be used interchangeably with external data and distributed to others. Care should
also be taken that field-collected data supplements, but does not merely duplicate existing sources. Also, CBOs
should be familiar with data creation and maintenance standards that are applied to metadata6 (or ‘data about
data’ and are encouraged by the Federal Geographic Data Committee.
Free and Government
Thanks to taxpayer and consumer subsidies, free data is available from government and private sources in a
number of traditional GIS formats. Under President Bush’s E-Government Initiative, the website
www.geodata.gov has become the nation’s official portal for geographic information at the Federal, State,
Local and Private levels. For the information at the Commonwealth level, MassGIS
(http://www.mass.gov/mgis/) is likely the best source. At the City level, the Boston Redevelopment Authority’s
6

Federal Geographic Data Committee: http://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/metadata.html, 12/31/04
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The Boston Atlas (http://www.mapjunction.com/places/Boston_BRA/) provides a source of local information.
The Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) (www.esri.com) also provides limited free data through
ArcExplorer7. Additional sources of data, including those related to environmental justice, are located in the
Appendix.
Free and government data can provide communities with a cost-effective way of obtaining critical information.
Since many government agencies use these data, most of them are relatively reliable and available. Since free
data often receives wide use, compatibility with other organizations is enhanced. Free data often features more
generous usage rights, which allows for enhanced maintenance and dissemination.
While sometimes beyond the scope of many CBOs, some government data is also available for a nominal fee.
This applies mostly to remote sensing imagery, which typically is useful over large areas. Data available
through ArcIMS is often not available for download, but usually an arrangement can be made with the service
provider. Free data also can have errors which can require a substantial investment of time to correct. Funding
deficiencies and homeland security concerns can also restrict data availability. While the nation is currently
engaged in upgrading our geospatial capabilities in support of homeland security, it can sometimes hinder
public access to potentially ‘sensitive’ data. This problem can usually be overcome by contacting the
responsible agency.
Software
ArcGIS 9.0
GIS software such as ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.0 is one of the standards for GIS technology. It provides a means for the
display, maintenance, manipulation and creation of geospatial data. ESRI also has some of the most extensive
training programs available and holds a world-wide market. ArcGIS is also scalable, allowing the CBO to only
invest in the functionality which is considered most important. ArcGIS is also well-supported, which allows for
the rapid resolution of technical problems.
While there are several sources of funding available to municipalities and CBOs to develop GIS capabilities
including ESRI, TechSoup, CRCs and other community technology advocates including private donors. While
the current market requires that the CBO have at least one ArcGIS-capable machine, the community will have
to decide whether additional licenses are required and if less expensive options are satisfactory. The
investment in a GIS should be considered a long-term investment of time, money and capacity building. Since
DSNI had already made an initial investment in ESRI products, and additional software and maintenance
support was approved, Sibley Consulting used this platform to continue the project and considered this the best
alternative for ongoing GIS services.
CommunityViz
CommunityVi8z is a community visualization tool that offers a powerful solution for communities to project 3D
images in order to visualize future development trends. Understanding how current policy relates with the
future will allow the community to take ownership of policymaking. A brief visualization of the “Dudley
Mile” will allow community members to see their neighborhood from a different perspective. The community
will have to decide whether this tool is worth the investment of time and computing power. A full report about
what CommunityViz is, including its advantages and disadvantages, is located in the Appendix of this report.
7
8

GIS data from ESRI: http://maps.unomaha.edu/Workshops/Career/ESRI/index4.html (12/31/04
http://www.communityviz.com
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Web Surveyor
Web Surveyor9 provides an effective way for the community to hold itself accountable. It is critical to maintain
community support through on-going and frequent dialogue between the CBO and the clients served. The data
generated through this program can also provide suggestions for future initiatives which the community feels
are important. As with CommunityViz, the community will have to decide whether this tool is worth the
investment of time and resources. A full report about what WebSurveyor is, including its advantages and
disadvantages, is located in the Appendix of this report.

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT
Introduction to Data Structures
ArcGIS uses two primary data formats, vector and raster. Each format was developed to model certain groups
of features, and discretion is required when selecting the proper data structure.
Vector data is typically represented by points and lines. These may take the form of point, line and polygon
data. Point data is best suited for situations where only the location, but not extent, of the data is known. Line
data best represents features such as infrastructure components such as transportation and utilities. Polygon data
best represents features such as assessment parcels, where the location and extent is known. Vector data can
also contain an attribute data which includes detailed information on the features. These data can be exported to
data analysis programs.
Raster data is typically represented as a regular grid, with each grid space having a discrete value. These data
are typically best suited for representing features with fuzzy boundaries, such as land cover. Urban applications
for raster data are typically limited to digital aerial photography.

Source: ESRI
Figure 7: ESRI Map Layers

9

http://www.websurveyor.com
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Whether the data is displayed in a raster or vector format, ArcGIS has the capability to display a wide variety of
data into map layers that can be evaluated discretely or between the various themes. As shown in figure 7, a
query on the number of business locations that are in close proximity to public gardens with a teen population
reaching at least 60% of the total demographic in walking distance to a ‘T’-stop might be a prime location for a
pizza shop. This kind of business or marketing analysis can easily be done on a desktop GIS given access to
current accurate data.

Non-profit Information Management
Non-profit organizations are in a unique position to lead the geospatial information community over the next
few decades. Substantial computing power and storage is available at relatively low cost. The organization is
also located well within its ‘study area,’ which allows it to update its data as change occurs.
To be most effective, the organization should develop a data management system that allows it to most
effectively answer its community’s questions. ESRI’s ArcCatalog offers an excellent system for organizing
geospatial data. Data can be grouped into categories that are meaningful to the community. Associated
metadata, or data about the data, details the properties and limitations of the information. The system can also
integrate some elements of local knowledge, so that institutional memory can be preserved. Information on data
maintenance can also be included, so that the process can be consistent.
The personal geodatabase lends itself well to this system, as it will allow the organization’s data to be
organized in an accurate, consistent way. The study by Kheir Al-Kodmany10 details the experiences of three
communities in the Greater Chicago area. They found that GIS enhanced their residents ’abilities to make
informed judgments about the direction of their neighborhoods. A community that has more information at
their disposal should be more confident to hold local power structures accountable and increase their political
strength within their communities’.11 While DSNI has clearly been able to attain its current status without GIS,
augmenting the power of their positions with data which they control and maintain has the potential to reduce
the time of debate, saving valuable resources which could be better used for other community needs.
As with any process, the information management system should be evaluated periodically to ensure its proper
operation. The community should also assess the system’s ability to address its questions, as well as anticipated
concerns. One of the most affirmative, and critical steps in this process is the design of the GIS database which
is explained in the next section.

10

Al-Kodmany, Kheir. Extending Geographic Information Systems to Meet Neighborhood Planning Needs:
The Case of Three Chicago Communities. URISA Journal. http://www.urisa.org/Journal/protect/vol12no3/alkodmany/al%20kodmany.pdf#search='Kheir%20AlKodmany%20'
11
Ibid;
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OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY MAPPING AND ANALYSIS

In order to be effective, geographic information must be presented in a way that is easily accessible,
understandable and helps the CBO overcome the technological divide. This section is intended to provide
DSNI with some useful tools that they can use to approach the use of technology in neighborhood planning.
DSNI has long understood the value of technology within the community, and are currently working toward the
creation of a wireless internet hub and a computer purchasing program for residents in the community. This
context could provide DSNI with an opportunity to upgrade information technologies by including a GIS and
eventually creating a spatial database/repository that is available via the internet.
This DSNI ‘spatial and neighborhood information portal’ resource will allow residents to query information,
conduct research and perhaps even inspire some future GIS experts. As this section of the report will explore,
the development and integration of a GIS is a thoughtful process, and a considerable investment of time and
energy. However, a GIS that is designed carefully will strengthen the organization and further democratize the
planning process for its residents.

EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY MAPPING PROJECTS

There are some examples of web based interactive formats that can serve as models for DSNI. These models
include the Neighborhood Knowledge Los Angeles project (NKLA)12 and the Community Mapping Assistance
Project created by New York Public Interest Research Group13. Other examples of community based GIS
include the National Neighborhood Indicators Project (NNIP).14 The Metropolitan Area Planning Council is a
lead partner in the Boston NNIP 15 which is a geographically based research project dedicated to measuring and
monitoring community conditions to develop policy strategies. Organizations such as PolicyLink16 have
created comprehensive toolkits that community organizations can utilize at little or no cost to begin a mapping
initiative at the neighborhood level.
Neighborhood Knowledge Los Angeles is a website dedicated to helping prevent housing and neighborhood
conditions from deteriorating through providing tools for accessing property and neighborhood data while
working with neighborhood residents, community organizations, and policymakers to mobilize support for
community improvement in the Los Angeles area. Since one issue identified by DSNI is finding a way to show
when affordability agreements will run out in order to identify and assess the stock of affordable housing in the
community, they can look to models such as those provided by the NKLA, who maintains a database of “at risk
affordable housing” in the Los Angeles Area. (See Figure 8)
The NKLA database contains information on: address; name; project originally funded by; tenant type; total
number of units; units subject to conversion. A similar comprehensive database could be one for Boston
Affordable Housing which includes both rental and for-sale units but this does not currently exist.

12

http://www.nkla.ucla.edu)
13 http://www.cmap.nypirg.org
14
http://www.urban.org/nnip
15
Boston NNIP: http://www.urban.org/nnip/desc_bos.html; http://www.tbf.org/indicators/summary/index.asp?id=1393
16
http://www.policylink.org
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Figure 8: NKLA Web Based Mapping

The green boxes indicate where at risk affordable housing is located

Information on affordable housing agreements may already be maintained by DSNI/DNI in one or several
databases. Sibley Consulting was also able to obtain from MassHousing17 website detailed records on public
and private investments in affordable housing in the Roxbury/Dorchester neighborhoods. This data is included
on the project CD-Rom and can be combined with the DSNI land inventory as a basis for developing a tool
similar to NKLA’s for analysis.
DEVELOPING A WEB BASED TOOL FOR DSNI
The DSNI/Cornell partnership is the first step in the development of a web based GIS tool such as NKLA for
the Dudley community. With this document we will provide DSNI with the information they need to start
thinking and organizing data spatially, while providing data resources and mapping examples so that the
mapping process can begin immediately. Through this collaboration, DSNI will collect the resources needed to
begin a database design program. However, it is important to remember that, the first priority should be to
concentrate on building internal resources through a database development program, and integrate the
technology into the community planning process.
By first integrating the technology into the planning process and business functions of DSNI, more community
support and input and thus deliver a much better product. One consideration is the re-design of the current
DSNI website. Isaac David productions provided a prototype which can be used for discussion of ways to
incorporate historic and new planning visions for DSNI. This demonstration website is located on the
www.sibleyconsulting.com website.
COMMUNITY BASED GIS DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
DSNI is a community planning organization that is actively involved in evaluating and monitoring the social,
economic and physical development of their community. These activities require an enormous amount of
information that is generally in the form of administrative or public records. Increasingly, public information is
becoming more readily available on the internet and through subscription with data providers (see data source
list in the appendix). However, in order to be useful, this administrative type data needs to be reinterpreted and

17

MassHousing: http://www.masshousing.com/portal/server.pt
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cross referenced with local data before its meaning can be ascertained.18 MIT has proposed an “intelligent
middleware” software program that would serve as an intermediary to combine these administrative data sets
with local knowledge.
Through this process, the “intelligent middleware” can construct a set of indicators that can be used
autonomously by DSNI to conduct analysis on the Dudley neighborhood markets. This partnership will
provide DSNI with an opportunity to align themselves with data providers and to further explore the
possibilities that GIS has to offer. In an effort to both encourage internal spatial database development this
document is also intended to help “prime” DSNI for this partnership with MIT. To accomplish this, the
remainder of the report is dedicated to outlining the basics of database development and design. A database
design program is a demanding process, but a well-designed database program has many benefits, including
maximum utility for its users.
MIT AND THE “INTELLIGENT MIDDLEWARE” PROJECT
The MIT middleware project is an opportunity for a continued university partnership for DSNI. The following
is intended only to highlight the main objectives of the proposal. To fully appreciate the scope of the
middleware project, a complete examination of the available literature, in particular the proposal submitted to
the UMI of the Brookings Institution written by Joseph Ferreira (MIT) and Marc Draisen (MAPC), is highly
recommended19. This section is intended only to summarize the main objectives of the project and is drawn
from the aforementioned proposal.
The MIT “intelligent middleware” proposal is aimed at providing information about neighborhood markets by
“testing an approach that allows reinterpretation of official data and the integration of local knowledge.”20 The
proposed middleware focus on neighborhood markets is meant to “facilitate exploration – by neighborhood
planners, community representatives, and business interests – of the potential for commercial, retail and
employment activity in their neighborhoods.”21 The middleware is further intended to “integrate local
information and reinterpreted generally available public and private data about parcel ownership, land use,
demographics, business and employment locations and journey to work.”22 The “intelligent middleware”
essentially serves an intermediary that processes customized information for end users.
This project is an opportunity for DSNI to work with MIT/MAPC and other partner agencies such as the
Boston Department of Neighborhood development to “participate in the development and testing of a dataintermediary approach that can facilitate both horizontal data sharing across agencies and towns, and vertical
data sharing among regional, local and neighborhood organizations.”23 DSNI has a great deal to offer this
partnership and through the process of data sharing, DSNI will also create positive linkages with universities,
local government and public agencies through the process.
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Ferreira, Joseph and Marc Draisen. Proposal Submitted to the UMI of the Brookings Institution. Page 2.
The proposal can be found online at http://web.mit.edu/11.522/www/discussion_notes_f04/mit_umi_04jun02_pub2.pdf.
20
Ferreira, Joseph and Marc Draisen. Proposal approved by the UMI of the Brookings Institution at of 12/31/04. Page 7.
21
Ibid, p. 7
22
Ibid, p. 7
23
Ibid, p. 8
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DATABASE DESIGN BASICS
Introduction
While a part of this project is intended to prepare DSNI for collaboration with MIT/MAPC, the main purpose is
to give DSNI the necessary information to integrate and sustain mapping technology internally at an
appropriate level. The MIT/MAPC partnership provides a unique learning opportunity for DSNI to apply their
knowledge of spatial data, mapping and analysis as they move toward the development of a community based
information management system24. The overall objective of this project is to ensure that DSNI has the capacity
to further develop technological resources that benefit the community empowerment mission. The following
sections are dedicated to helping DSNI begin to mine its existing data resources and to learn how to transform,
organize and manage the data in a spatial format.
Start Mapping
In order to truly benefit from a GIS, DSNI must first develop internal capacity and begin to integrate the
technology into their organization. The first step DSNI can take is to start mapping. The integration of
mapping technology and spatial data into DSNI business activities allows users to better understand the
potential benefits of the resource.
Taking the initiative to integrate the technology into the organization’s activities is critical to both increase
efficiency and solidify DSNI’s commitment to the technology. Therefore users must be given an opportunity to
learn and use the software technology. The benefit of ArcGIS is that most users with a little directed training
are able to make use of the software in very little time, as well as the numerous resources available for training
and education. ESRI has made several introductory courses available to DSNI through the ESRI Virtual
Campus and has provided several resources for the new DSNI GIS library.
Figure 9: ESRI Virtual Campus Website

24

Community Based Information Management System: term coined by Julienne Chen, December 2004.
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This period of exploration with the technology allows DSNI to assess broadly just how useful the technology is
to individual users in the organization. It will also illustrate how much outside education is necessary to
develop the staff’s skills. With the extensive educational opportunities available, an adept computer user could
become quite fluent in GIS technology in very little time.
Scoping
After DSNI has had some time to become familiar with the technology, the process of scoping the MIT
middleware project and the development of an internal geodatabase should begin. In this context, scoping can
be defined as the process by which DSNI outlines the expectations of the project, considers its own limitations
and finally, determines the extent of their investment in the project. The objective of scoping is for DSNI to set
realistic goals within their given capacity.
The points below provide a sample of how they can begin to approach this:
•

Outline expectations of the partnership (database) and assess the potential contribution of the
project to existing priorities.

•

Determine how much time should be dedicated to its development and who will be responsible for
its implementation.

•

Determine functional capacity in terms of software and resources – is the technology available,
where is it located and is it enough?

•

Internal capacity building – Outline a detailed educational development piece for the staff and
identify a project leader/team.

Once these and other relevant issues are addressed by DSNI, they will be in a good position to begin
collaborating with MIT on the middleware project or developing their own internal data resource. By scoping
the project, DSNI will enter the project with clear goals and a set criterion for developing a program that meets
those goals and falls within the functional capacity of the organization.

FROM CONCEPT TO PRACTICE – CREATING A DATABASE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
In this section some basic principles of database design are highlighted to lay the foundation for the discussion
of a geodatabase, including how spatial information is stored and how relationships and behaviors can be
assigned to geographic features. This is the defining feature of a geodatabase model. An understanding of the
basic concepts of database design and management will help inform DSNI as to how data can be translated into
space and how relationships can then be defined between spatial features. The design process allows DSNI to
formulate more specific ideas about the type of relationships they are interested in looking at and developing
into neighborhood indicators. This section is intended to highlight the technical language and concepts that
DSNI will need to be familiar with to realize database design program. It will also provide real examples using
Dudley Neighbors, Inc. (DNI) data and other public resources to illustrate some of the various applications of
GIS.25

25

Dudley Neighbors, Inc. is a community land trust in the Dudley neighborhood. For more information, please visit their
website at http://www.dsni.org/DNI.
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The basic structure of a relationship database will be discussed here before examining the geodatabase in closer
detail. Many of the concepts defined here will be review for those who have worked databases in the past. In
this case, the purpose is to refresh one’s memory of relevant terminology and illustrate how the basic relational
database concept forms the foundation for a geodatabase. Using the DNI land inventory as an example, we will
explore these concepts and discuss the process of transforming a two-dimensional database into a threedimensional spatial database format.
In addition to providing context, this section is also designed to highlight important considerations related to
the development, management and organization of spatial data that is specific to DSNI. There are a number of
other useful resources available to DSNI that can help inform this process, many of which can be found
throughout this report, as well as in the appendix.
DATABASE STRUCTURE
Databases are used to manage and structure information typically in the form of a table or a series of tables (see
Figure 10). For instance, the DNI land inventory tracks information on each parcel of land that DNI has
purchased over time. The information is contained in a table, which contains a record (stored in rows) for each
tax parcel. Each record contains several attributes (stored in columns) such as address, year purchased and
development type that can be organized by a unique identifier.
Figure 10: Records, Unique Identifiers and Attributes

Table
PID

ST REET

OWNER

DEVELOPMEN YEAR_PURCH PURCHASE_P

0800123000 606 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

Record

0800124000 604 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

represents a single
geographic feature

0800125000 602 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800126000 600 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800127000 598 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800128000 596 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800129000 594 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800130000 592 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

NOT ES

0800131000 590 DUDLEY ST REET DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS Dudley Village

In Progress

0800257000 492 DUDLEY ST REET DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

Office Space

1994

0802828010 457 DUDLEY ST REET DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

WE

1993

1

0802830010 1 DENNIS ST REET

DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

WE

1993

1

0802833010 3 DENNIS ST REET

DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

WE

1993

0802835000 13 DENNIS ST REET

DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

OPEN SPACE

1993

1

0802836000 26 HUCKINS ST REET

DUDLEY NEIGHBORS INC

OPEN SPACE

1993

1 DRIVEWAY EASEMENT

Unique Identifier

20000

Attributes

The unit of analysis that the data collection is based
upon

Contains various levels of information about each individual
record
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UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS
The unique identifier helps to define the level of aggregation in which the data will be stored. For example,
DNI data is stored using the Parcel ID. Use of Parcel ID as unique identifiers allows DSNI to look at how
parcels interact with other locations. However, DNI data also has other attributes that could be used as unique
identifiers. For example, address locations or zip code locations can be used in conjunction with other datasets.
In this case the address or zip code could be used as a unique identifier to link to other data sources.
Using address as a unique identifier also serves another important purpose—it allows for a process called
geocoding, which is one of the most powerful tools that GIS has to offer. Geocoding allows users to take twodimensional information and place it on the earth, giving it a context and spatial representation that can be
analyzed in relation to other geographic features. For instance the MassHousing inventory provides
information in a table documenting where housing investments have been made by address. GIS can take this
information and transform it into features with geographic coordinates that reflect the actual or near actual
placement of the housing unit on the earth. In terms of affordable housing, the locations of these projects could
be analyzed in terms of demographics, land use patterns and other such data that can be assessed spatially.
LEVELS OF AGGREGATION
Levels of aggregation refer to ways in which data can be summarized in a broader context (or a more simplified
area) so that broader comparison can be made. The intricacy of data details depends upon the data available in
the relational table and the spatial extent. As shown in Figure 11, the parcel data is more disaggregate than, for
example, the neighborhood boundary that defines the triangle. All of the data DNI collects about the land it
owns is on a parcel level, and as such, DNI can collect more detailed information about the parcel than if the
boundary had been chosen as the level of aggregation. If the boundary had been chosen as the level of
aggregation, the data would be stored by boundary and would require the detail present in the parcel data to be
in summary format. On the other end of the aggregation spectrum, DNI could store their information at the sub
parcel level, perhaps by address or through the use of building footprints. Even more detailed information
could then be collected on a sub parcel level including building characteristics and the actual layout of the
parcel.
Figure 11: Example of Spatial Aggregation

Attribute List
Shape
ID
Ward
Parcel ID
Area
Acre
Street
Owner
Address
Development
Year Purchased
Purchase Type

Attribute List
Shape
ID
Name

Boundary

Parcel
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Subparcel

Attribute List
Shape
ID
Land Use
Exempt
Property Type
Owner Occupied
Sq Ft
Building Height
BRA Use
Name

SPATIAL AGGREGATION AND LAYERING
The benefit of storing data in a spatial format is that parcel data, for example, can be related to other datasets
through larger locational features, such as census tracts or zip code boundaries. It can also be related to smaller
details, such as building footprints and points to represent physical features such as trees or park benches. The
sub-parcel image above shows what data is available in the attribute table. Should DNI want to maintain the
additional data sources at the sub-parcel level this is possible by creating the data structure locally. Given
available parcel data from other resources it is not always necessary, or even desired, to maintain detailed
databases unless the information is absolutely critical.
Most information can be combined together as a series of layers so long as they share the same coordinate
system. For example, most city governments do not maintain detailed land use inventories at the parcel level.
This is because the amount of detail required for such a database and the high level of maintenance necessary to
keep it updated is usually far greater than the benefit of storing the data. Furthermore, the City of Boston can
obtain data on land uses through other sources, such as business licenses and zoning records.
As illustrated above, and in the Dudley mile example, data aggregation at varying levels of collection, display
and analysis can produce results which engage a community in a compelling manner. A spatial database can be
simple and accurately automate time series data to accommodate more complex behaviors and analyses. A
higher level of aggregation means that likely more detailed information will need to be collected and
maintained. Defining the level of aggregation to store data resources should reflect the need for the analysis,
produce maximum results and ideally require very little maintenance at minimum cost.

RELATIONAL DATABASE STRUCTURE
A relational database is generally constructed with a primary table that holds the primary unique identifier
(called a key field in ArcMap) that forms the basis of the relationship. For example, the tables below use the
DNI land inventory as the primary table and relates it to other tables with information about the parcel. There
are two main types of relationships: a “one to one” relationship exists when the primary record has a
relationship with only one other related record (see Figure 13); a “one to many” relationship exists when the
primary record has a relationship with several related records (see Figure 14). These relationships represent the
basic structure of a relational database.
Figure 12: An example of a One to One Relationship
PID

ST REET

OWNER

DEVELOPMEN

YEAR_PURCH

0800123000 606 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800124000 604 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800125000 602 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800126000 600 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800123000
0800124000
0800125000
0800126000

Unit Type GROSS_AREA 2003 Total Value 2003 Land Total 2003 Building Total Gross Tax
SF
$
3,025 $
167,800 $
33,000 $
134,800 $ 1,775
TH
$
2,408 $
79,100 $
33,800 $
45,300 $
837
APT
$
4,828 $
160,900 $
42,900 $
118,000 $ 1,702
APT
$
2,945 $
165,100 $
32,500 $
132,600 $ 1,747
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Figure 13: An example of a One to Many Relationship
PID

ST REET

OWNER

DEVELOPMEN

YEAR_PURCH

0800123000 606 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800124000 604 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800125000 602 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

0800126000 600 DUDLEY ST REET

DNI OWNERSHIP IN PROGRESS

Dudley Village

In Progress

Unit T ype
0800126000 Apartment
0800126000 Apartment
0800126000 Apartment
0800126000 Apartment

Affordable Housing T erm

Year Enacted

15 Years
20 Years
30 Years
30 Years

Expiration

1997
1998
2000
2000

2017
2018
2030
2030

The relational database model is a flexible and convenient way to store and analyze data. One of the goals of
this project is to provide some examples of how DSNI can upgrade their existing data sources into a
comprehensive spatial database. DSNI can begin by organizing existing data sources that can easily reflect
spatial features such as the parcel, or by editing existing building footprint data. In this way, DSNI can identify
the advantages a spatial database provides through representations of geographic features. As previously
mentioned, different features in the same extent can be displayed together for further analysis. In the next
section we will take this concept one step further and examine how spatial features can be programmed to have
behavior to represent real world relationships and networks.
GEODATABASE BASICS
In the first section of this chapter, some of the basic concepts, techniques and terminology associated with GIS
were outlined. This section provides DSNI with the basic concepts and terminology necessary to understand
the basic principles of a geodatabase model. In addition to this we highly recommend the following book
which helped inform a great deal of this section: Modeling our World: The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase
Design26, by Michael Zeiler, which was published and has been donated to DSNI by ESRI. This is a very userfriendly reference piece that explores the structure, application and design of a geodatabase in detail. While
DSNI does not need to become experts in creating a geodatabase, the organizational power of a geodatabase
and how behaviors can be created and modeled to reflect the real world.
A geodatabase can be created very simply and increase with complexity only as needed. The geodatabase can
therefore provide DSNI with a data model that will allow the flexibility to choose the scope of the program,
whether it is a GIS program intended for internal uses only or a comprehensive database that can be placed
online and accessed via the internet. The lessons DSNI learns working with the ‘middleware’ project can also
be applied to the development of internal resources and capacity, in addition to building important connections
with the individual data providers.
GEODATABASE DEFINED
A geodatabase is a relational database that contains geographic information. A geodatabase allows data to be
stored similarly to the traditional relational model but it is also capable of representing natural behaviors and
relationships between geographic objects.
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http://gis.esri.com/esripress/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=27&moduleID=0
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A geodatabase can contain the following four basic representations27 of data:
•
•
•
•

Vector data for representing features (through use of polygons, lines, or polylines)
Raster data for representing images (through many cells that are combined to form the image)
Triangulated Irregular Networks for representing surfaces
Address and Locations for finding geographic positions

Vector data is a common format used to display spatial features and will be the focus of this section. Vector
data contains features that are represented as points, lines or polygons. The DNI land inventory uses vector
data to represent the precise features of the parcel and assigns to each object (record) a set of geographic
coordinates. (See Figure 14) Objects are geographic representations of the world, and all objects in the world
are entangled with other objects.
A geodatabase can be designed to identify relationships and networks between various geographic objects. For
example, each parcel is assigned a land use. A geodatabase could be programmed to recognize relationships to
the land use. Therefore, if a development to build a commercial building on a site zoned for residential land
use was approved and entered into the database, the geodatabase would identify this anomaly. The land itself,
the type of zoning and the activity that occurs on the land are all geographic objects that are tied together.
Ownership data is also an example of a geographic object. There is a feature for each object in the table. As
Figure 14 shows, GIS maintains the size of the polygon features so that the polygon can be converted into any
measurement.
Figure 14: DNI Parcel Ownership within the Dudley Triangle
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Zeiler, Michael, Modeling our World: The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase Design, p.8
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DSNI need not be concerned about the technical details of geodatabase format at this moment. The resources
to learn more about the geodatabase are very extensive, and can better inform DSNI about the technical aspects
of creating a geodatabase. A basic understanding of the “smart” functions that a geodatabase has to offer in
addition to providing an excellent format for storing data, with local knowledge will produce a divine and
holistic tool for sustainable neighborhood planning.

ARCCATALOG

We encourage DSNI to start simple and manage their files using ArcCatalog. ArcCatalog is a program that
allows users to explore, access, build and manage geographic data. ArcCatalog is similar to Windows Explorer
except that it bundles the data into a hierarchical format that allows for easy access and management.
ArcCatalog can also be used to view and edit metadata (Figure 15). ArcCatalog is an excellent starting point
for DSNI to begin to learn to manage spatial data.

Figure 15: Managing Files in ArcCatalog
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MAPPING SECTION
This section highlights maps that were created by Sibley Consulting to illustrate some of the principles outlined
in the previous sections, such as the role of the middleware project in creating data partnerships, data
organization, and data management. These maps are intended to serve as examples of how DSNI can approach
the development of their own GIS and define relationships between geographic objects.
Creating a simple spatial dataset
In a spatial context, datasets with different levels of aggregation can be combined with one other if the
boundaries or locational relationships are appropriate. This can be illustrated, again using the DNI land
inventory as an example. At the parcel level, DNI maintains information specific to the parcel such as year
purchased and development type. The maps following illustrate some of the information that can be collected
at the parcel level to create a basic, but useful dataset. However, although the dataset itself is simplistic, the
development of the DNI land inventory is much more complex, due to the many steps of verification that were
required to create the database.
DNI land by development and year purchased
From examining the maps on the next page, one can see that there are some spatial relationships between
parcels in terms of the year they were purchased and their development type. These are examples of different
types of analysis that can be done with a primary table. Since all of the information is collected by tax parcel
data can be stored in a single table. These maps were created using internal DNI sources and are an example of
how existing DNI data can be transformed from a two-dimensional database into a three- dimensional spatial
database. 28
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see appendix for detailed Methodology
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Figure 16: DNI Land by Development

Figure 17: DNI Land Trust Acquisitions in the Dudley Triangle
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Ownership trends
In addition to using internal data DNI might benefit from utilizing other data sources to assess other larger
ownership trends in the Dudley boundary. To accomplish this, City of Boston assessing data can be used. The
assessing data also uses the parcel ID as a unique identifier and as such can easily be related to the DNI land
inventory. The following map looks at ownership patterns in the Roxbury Dorchester neighborhoods and is
intended to provide a context for understanding ownership patterns within a broader level of analysis. This
map and other similar maps have the potential to uncover many interesting facts about ownership trends that
could serve as useful knowledge for DSNI. For instance, the map below in particular shows that DSNI is the
second largest landowner in the entire Roxbury/Dorchester neighborhood, second only to the City of Boston.
Figure 18: Top Parcel Owners in Roxbury and Dorchester
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DATA PARTNERSHIPS
Data partnerships can also be extended through the database development process. The middleware project
and the use of middleware an intermediary will hopefully be an avenue to help improve access to data sources
and build relationships with the agencies that administer them. For example, parcel information is a valuable
resource both to DSNI and the City of Boston. The City maintains this database, which includes over 900,000
individual tax parcels. DSNI’s main interests are within the Dudley triangle, core and boundary, as well as the
Roxbury/North Dorchester neighborhoods. The local knowledge that DSNI has can be incorporated to make
assessing, zoning and other administrative data more accurate, so that the Assessment Department gets
something back from DSNI’s use of their parcel database. The middleware project may provide a way for that
information to be translated through an intermediary. Data accuracy, metadata and topological relationships
can be systematically defined and updated. Any changes that are made must go through a predefined process
enables through the consistent method for data sharing partnership established in the middleware.
Figure 19 highlights changes in parcel shapes over a period of two years. Interestingly, the original DNI land
inventory had nearly 40 parcels that were considered non-existent. The map comparing changes between 2002
and 2004 represents what may have happened to the other 40 parcels. As parcel boundaries change, so do the
requisite parcel ID numbers. In cases where parcels are consolidated, the old numbers may be deleted and
replaced with an entirely new parcel ID number a process that invalidates the old parcel IDs. This illustrates
another form of partnership that the middleware could perform. When there are any changes in parcel shapes
in the boundaries defined by DSNI, DSNI could propose changes through a process predefined by the
middleware, and their requisite databases could be automatically updated and provide both DSNI and the City
of Boston with notice of the changes.
Figure 19: Changes in Lot Size of DNI Owned Parcels in the Dudley Triangle

Once DSNI has developed some internal expertise, it is recommended that DSNI conduct a pilot program to
develop a geodatabase, ideally in partnership with a University or organization with the capacity to build the
final database. The section entitled “User assessment” outlines a framework for starting the process by
conducting a user assessment for the database development program. Using some of the data provided by
Sibley Consulting will be the next (best) step in this process.
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USER ASSESSMENT
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous section, the overall geodatabase structure was defined. This section will focus on how this
geodatabase can relate to localized functions for DSNI. In short, how can they use and contribute to the
geodatabase? What are the primary functions of the geodatabase, and how will it help DSNI realize their
goals? Dr. Wendy Kellogg29 separates these questions into two categories: utility and capacity. Utility deals
with why and how the data will be used, while capacity is a discussion of the skills, knowledge and training
necessary to fully maximize the utility of a geodatabase. The other piece involved in the capacity side is data—
what data is available, what data is needed, and at what cost data can be acquired and maintained. These two
categories combined comprise the idea of a user assessment—one can see that the user assessment is modeled
after a structure very familiar to CBOs—identifying assets and needs, only this time in terms of data.
It is essential for all organizations to conduct a user assessment prior to implementing a geodatabase structure.
Not only does it help an organization cooperate and communicate to better understand how GIS will help its
functions, but it is also integral in several other aspects, including optimizing data sharing between several
different entities (other CBOs, the City of Boston) and making sure that data between entities is compatible,
designing the database (what data should be included and how should it be grouped?), and better assessing what
steps still need to be taken in the future (e.g. training, acquiring software, data collection). By identifying what
data is desired, DSNI is then also able to begin looking at what outside sources might already have the data and
thus minimize redundant data collection procedures. Figure 20 provides a sample list of where desired data
could potentially be acquired through data sharing programs.
The user assessment process is also crucial in implementing a user-driven database management system. Since
the purpose of the geodatabase is to empower DSNI to take control of its data, it is important that DSNI
understand the processes required to implement a GIS and know what the data is, where it is coming from, and
how it is organized. Once the user assessment is completed, it is compiled into a master table and database to
better inform the organizational structure of the geodatabase. To gain a better visual understanding of how the
user assessment is fed into the larger geodatabase structure, please refer to Chapter 12 of Michel Zeiler’s book
Modeling Our World.
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Kellogg, Wendy A. "From the Field: Observations On Using GIS To Develop A Neighborhood Environmental Information System
For Community-Based Organizations." URISA Journal, 11(1), Spring 1999.

http://www.urisa.org/Journal/protect/vol11no1/From%20the%20Field/11-1pages15-32.pdf.
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Figure 20: City of Boston Data Summary List

Source: Thompson Ph.D., Michelle Montgomery. Dissertation: The Implications of Spatial
Patterns and Policies for Residential Valuation in Boston, Massachusetts, Cornell University. January 2001.
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DESIGNING A USER ASSESSMENT FORM

Since the initial question of whether GIS is an appropriate and meaningful mapping technology has been
addressed in prior sections, it is important to now focus on the multi-faceted process of identifying what the
data in the geodatabase is and how it can be used to address DSNI’s goals and objectives.
The first step to conducting a user assessment is to identify all existing data sources that could potentially be
fed into a GIS. These data sources include all existing maps that are being used by DSNI, including electronic
maps, paper maps, and satellite and other aerial photography. All existing maps have the potential to be
scanned into a computer and incorporated into a geodatabase. Aerial photography, for instance, is important
for the purpose of verifying accuracy of shapefiles and creating new data sets, such as building footprints.
Non-map data sources are also crucial. These data sources include all databases that include any type of spatial
identifier, such as a street name and number or parcel ID number, which could be linked to a shapefile and be
portrayed visually. For instance, DSNI has extensive datasets in Microsoft Excel format that detail the location
and use of churches, parks, community centers, and so forth. All of these databases have the potential to be fed
into a geodatabase and portrayed visually.
The next step in this process is identifying all of the functions that feed into the goals and objectives. The
functions are comprised of specific activities that are carried out through the main goals of the organization. In
DSNI’s case, the goals would likely include Community Economic Power and Affordable Housing, and a
function would be the community land trust. This step requires all members of DSNI to collaborate to decide
what they are doing that can be shown spatially and what they would like to do that could be shown spatially.
Once the functions have been identified, the community can begin to categorize the different activities that
make up the functions. An activity that could correspond with the function of the community land trust, for
instance, could be the acquisition of land for the purpose of building affordable housing. For each activity,
DSNI should identify what data exists and is needed to complete the activity. Once a complete list is provided,
DSNI could prioritize mapping activities. Part III of this section provides an example of identifying activities
and data needed for the functions of Affordable Housing and Community Economic Power.
The user assessment must also address the capacity side—what hardware and software is available to the staff?
What GIS functions can be used for universal project management and by whom? What is the technical
capacity of existing staff and how will training be administered for future staff and community members? This
piece gives a better idea of the capacity of the staff and begins to address issues of internal data management.
With the user assessment, DSNI can begin to ask questions to gain a better idea of the capacity of the staff and
the tools that they have to work with. Since GIS is highly dependent on databases, such as those stored by
Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel, it is important to gather information on staff knowledge of all types of
software, from basic Microsoft Office Applications to GIS-specific software such as ArcGIS. DSNI should
also evaluate what hardware it has for GIS purposes. For instance, GIS and its related data may require a great
amount of memory. Also, other hardware is useful for creating new data. Non-electronic maps can be brought
in and used with GIS by scanning the maps and importing them into GIS. Digital cameras and handheld Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) are useful to create new data sets. The user assessment also addresses how much
time the staff has for GIS and its related purposes. Many CBOs have limited staff and do not have the time and
resources to perform all of the functions that they are qualified to perform. Having this knowledge in a more
quantitative form helps DSNI to begin to address issues of its internal staff capacity to perform data
management.
The sample user assessment form (located in the Appendix) can be used as a guide for designing an
organization-specific user assessment tool.
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USER ASSESSMENT AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Although the vast majority of the user assessment process deals with administrative aspects, such as data
management and organization, it also raises an important question. How can the public also be a part of the
data collection and management process? If DSNI is truly to build a user-driven database information
management system, then all players should be involved in the process. There are at least two ways in which
residents can be involved in the needs assessment. The process by which residents can be involved is often
referred to as ‘mapping community assets.’ This term is particularly fitting in this context because the
residents are literally asked to map community assets. However, other questions that are commonly involved
in this activity include asking residents what their skill sets are. In this way, DSNI would be able to find out
of any area residents have been trained to be GIS- or other technology- proficient. Furthermore, resident
based responses are extremely useful for input to community based organizations whose goals and values
embody the advancement of the community, in terms of functions such as affordable housing and a better
standard of living. Sibley Consulting has defined two further areas in which public participation is critical in
maintaining a user-driven database management system: defining new needs and clarifying existing needs.
The following sections will explore the different tools that can be employed for this purpose.

DEFINING NEW NEEDS
As stated above, a large part of the user assessment deals with defining data needs. These needs relate to
activities within functions such as economic development. As an example, if DSNI wanted to explore what
type of development would be most desired and beneficial to take place in the future, it could ask residents
what type of stores they wish to see in their neighborhood. This is an important aspect of identifying new
data needs.
One program that was explored for this purpose was an internet-based survey called WebSurveyor.
WebSurveyor allows organizations to create and post surveys on the Internet that can be completed by
residents of the community for purposes of market analysis, demographics, and evaluation of resident
preferences. After residents have completed the survey, the program compiles and analyzes the results. From
these results, DSNI would then be able to gain a better sense of the communities needs and allow it to inform
their idea of data needs in the user assessment.
Some questions that resident based surveys can help answer are:
1. How have affordable housing programs helped you in first year homeownership?
2. Issues of importance, such as what would you like to see being done with vacant land?
3. How satisfied are you with DSNI’s contribution to the community this year?
4. How has resident input contributed to DSNI’s goals and objectives?
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Below are a sample survey and its results, published by Websurveyor that has been designed to assess the
needs of a community.

Figure 21: Sample WebSurveyor Survey

(See appendix: The full survey can be found online at
http://atcdb.cit.cornell.edu/survey//wsb.d11//mmt7/SibleyConsultingSurvey.htm)
Figures 22 and 23 are examples from the survey that was conducted by the Sibley Consulting team as a
demonstration of what type of immediate responses can be obtained using this service. The results
from the survey could be fed back into the geodatabase by identifying needs and priorities. For
instance, this survey indicates that the sample survey responses generated by the Sibley Consulting
mock community suggests that DSNI should prioritize affordable housing and job development.
Further, the mock community would also recommend that DSNI to begin scoping sites that would best
accommodate a bookstore.
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Figure 22: Sample WebSurveyor Response Summary
What type of businesses w ould you like to see m ore of in the future?
Instructions: On the blank boxes, click on the dow n arrow to see the drop-dow n response choices
14 Bookstore
8 Eating and Drinking Places
7 Health Services
7 Parks and Green Space
7 Supermarket and Food Stores
7 Youth-Oriented Business
7 Children's stores
7 Clothing stores
5 Fruit stands
4 Personal Services
4 Auto repair shops and parking
4 Legal Services
3 Social Services
3 Insurance agents
2 Furniture stores
1 Pharmacies and General Convenience
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Pharmacies and General Convenience

2.2 %

Furniture stores
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3.3 %
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Figure 23: Sample WebSurveyor Response Summary
Please rank w hich services are m ost im portant to you.
Instructions: On the blank boxes, click on the dow n arrow to see the drop-dow n response choices. (Note: #1= Most im portant)
15 Affordable housing
13 More, better paying jobs
7 Better City-Community communication
Professional Training 1.9 %
Professional Training
6 Increasing parks and recreation
4 Youth orineted programs
4 Better business/shopping center
Expanding public transportation 3.7 %
Expanding public transportation
2 Senior programs
2 Expanding public transportation
1 Professional Training
Senior programs 3.7 %
Senior programs
Better business/shopping center 7.4 %

Better business/shopping center

Youth orineted programs 7.4 %

Youth orineted programs

Increasing parks and recreation 11.1 %
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CLARIFYING EXISTING DATA
Community input is also vital for purposes of data accuracy. Since DSNI will be able to edit data within the
geodatabase, this is a great opportunity for residents to use their local knowledge for the community’s benefit.
This is also a way to counter the tendency of data-driven maps to paint a picture based solely on what has
been entered into the database in the past. One downfall of employing external agencies is this lack of local
knowledge— lack of neighborhood familiarity could foster a situation where map recommendations are made
without actual verification of whether the data is accurately portraying the community.
The assets mapped on the above map are those found in the City of Boston’s database and is meant to show
existing parks, churches, and other places of gathering. However, the idea of community assets extends far
beyond only what is in the database. The existing database cannot portray which parks are actually used,
which are not used and why, and what the other formal and informal locations are that residents feel are
actually community assets. If the GIS are to most accurately reflect community assets, it should define the
assets through the eyes of the community.
Figure 24: Community Assets in the DSNI Boundary
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These questions may ask for input concerning not only where community assets are, but also where the most
popular or trusted medical clinics are, or which neighborhoods are deemed safe, aesthetically pleasing or well
connected. In this instance, another survey could be used that asks residents where they actually go for
recreation. This idea of assets mapping is one that is becoming increasingly explored and advocated in
community development and serves to not only better clarify existing data, but also provide residents with a
better sense of place. Below is a screenshot of a sample survey that could be distributed to gather community
input.

Figure 25: Sample WebSurveyor Survey

Although the example used above uses WebSurveyor technology, there are many other tools, examples and
resources available for the purpose of assets mapping and needs analysis. These tools are often also in the
form of surveys, whether on paper or internet based, and ask residents for similar information.
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EXAMPLES

The following is an example of the process that an organization can use when conducting a user assessment.
For this purpose, we have identified Affordable Housing as a primary function of DSNI. As a starting point,
we began by brainstorming how spatial representation of data would aid in better understanding trends in
residential parcels. First, we would want to look at an overall zoning map to see what areas are zoned for
residential use. To see this data spatially, we could download zoning data from MassGIS30. This data could
be used to produce Figure 26:
Figure 26: Municipal Zoning Districts (General Use), DSNI Boundary

Next, we might want to look at how residential land use and values have changed over time. The data that
would be needed to show this spatially would be the City of Boston Parcels Shapefile, which could be joined
to other tables so that each parcel would also hold data about its land and building values, as well as its land
use. Through use of this data, the following maps could be produced:
30

MassGIS: http://www.mass.gov/mgis/
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Figure 27: Assessed Values of Residential Properties Over Time within DSNI Boundary

Figure 28: Change in Residential Land Use, DSNI Triangle
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Other activities that would be useful in better understanding Affordable Housing trends could include 1)
looking at what parcels have been converted from unusable residential land, 2) what the land use has been,
and 3) the owners of the parcels that were converted to gain a better idea of the entities that are developing in
the neighborhood. To begin this process, the DSNI GIS team must assemble the necessary data such as the
property classification type is the City of Boston’s indicator of unusable residential land. This data is located
in the City of Boston Assessment Data, along with ownership. Figure 29 summarizes these changes:

Figure 29: Current Use of Parcels Converted from Unusable Residential Land, DSNI Boundary

In identifying development potential for affordable housing, however, another important factor is the
environment. There are a number of environmental hazards that make parcels undesirable for residential
development or require environmental remediation before redevelopment. These hazards include hazardous
waste sites, toxic release inventory sites, brownfields and lead paint parcels. Data sources for this information
could come from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and MassGIS.
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Figure 30 is an example of a map that could be produced from identified, potential and confirmed hazardous
waste sites located in the Dudley Neighborhood.
Figure 30: Hazards, DSNI Boundary

On a similar but more positive note, it would also be important to look at community assets when determining
sites desirable for residential development. What sites are located near schools and parks? What are other
community assets that would increase the intrinsic value of a residential area?
Base data could be provided by MassGIS and the City of Boston, and with resident input, one could gain a
better sense of where people would like to live.
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The following map shows community assets that are located in the MassGIS and City of Boston databases:
Figure 31: Community Assets, DSNI Boundary

This process of identifying activities that could aid in meeting DSNI’s goals could continue. This example is
by no means meant to be a comprehensive examination of affordable housing, but an example that shows
DSNI how such a process might take place and the types of maps that could be produced.
The User Assessment section has been presented as the final section of the report but is in fact the ‘first’ step
in the process of developing a DSNI GIS. The process of identifying realistic goals which takes into
consideration the goals of the organization, the needs of the community, the support mechanisms from outside
of the neighborhood, technology advocates and data sources which includes public, private and academic
entities which are creative partners in a long term resident led data management initiative for continued
economic development in the Dudley neighborhood and beyond its borders. For it is in the health and
strength of a challenged neighborhood like Roxbury/North Dorchester that the opportunities are created for
others who face similar struggles to embrace technology and make it work for those who may need it the
most. The issues facing similar communities will begin to fade as more examples as similar teams such as the
DSNI-Sibley Consulting partnership take more risks to create dynamic and creative projects that take the first
big step.
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MAP CREATION STEP-BY-STEP: POPULATION WITHIN “DUDLEY MILE” ¼ MILE BUFFER
The following is a step-by-step guide for creating a map that shows the population distribution within the ¼
mile buffer around the Dudley Mile, which is located within the DSNI Core area. Hopefully this guide can
help familiarize the user with the map creation process in general, and provide a basic framework for creating
different maps.
The purpose of this map is to show the population distribution surrounding the targeted “Dudley Mile”
redevelopment area. This is important in analyzing the potential for commercial development. In this case,
the boundary used is the ¼ mile buffer around the Dudley Mile, because ¼ mile is the general limit of how far
people walk to commercial services. The map will show population distribution by color-coding the census
block groups that fall within the buffer according to their year 2000 population.
This map can be created fairly simply by using already existing shape files and layers, produced and compiled
by Sibley Consulting.
I.
First, open “ArcMap” and select “a new, empty map.” The next step is to add all of the shape files that are
necessary to create this map. These are already created, and located alphabetically in the shapefile folder
provided by Sibley Consulting. To add shapefiles go to the “add data” feature (the yellow square with a black
cross) and find these shapefiles in their folder(s). Next, add each feature and look for them to appear in the
white space on the left of the screen. The files needed are:
1. ¼ Mile Dudley Street Buffer: This is the buffer around Dudley Street that shows the estimated
walkable distance.
2. DSNI_Core_Parcels_2002: This file shows all of the parcels within the DSNI Core. This will be used
for a small, inset map which will serve as a geographic reference.
3. Dudley_Mile: This file shows all of the parcels along Dudley Street, within the DSNI Core. These are
the targeted areas for commercial development.
4. Census_Block_Groups_Population_2000: This file shows all of the census block groups within the
DSNI area, and also contains Census 2000 demographic data for the DSNI area.
Now that all the files have been added, you can start making the map. Each file, located on the left hand side
of the screen, has a white box. You can click on this box to turn the feature on or off. Make sure that all the
features are turned on.
The shapefile titled “Census_block_Groups_population_2000” shows all of the block groups within the DSNI
area. On this map, you only want to show the block groups that fall within the ¼ mile buffer. Therefore, you
must “clip” the block groups that are within the Dudley Buffer from the larger area.
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To do this:
Clip:

A. Go to the “tools” option in ArcMap.
B. Select “Geo Processing Wizard.”
C. Select option “Clip one layer based on another.”
D. For “select input layer,” select “TCB_2000_BlockGroup_with_Census”, which
E. For “Polygon Clip Layer,” select “Buffer_of_Dudley_Street_Parcels_25,” which is the ¼ mile
Dudley Street Buffer.
F. Press “enter.” Save this clipped file as a new shape file. In the example of this map, it is titled
“Buffer_BlockGroups”
G. The new shapefile has automatically been added on to the .mxd file (the map file.)

Now, since you have only the census block groups that you need, you can “remove” the “census block groups
population 2000” file, but that is not necessary. You can also just turn that feature “off.”
The next step is to determine how to visually represent the population distribution data. This data is in a table,
which is attached to the “Buffer Block Groups” file. For this map, the purpose to show the total population,
by census block group, in the 4 block groups within the ¼ Mile buffer.
Right click on the “Buffer_Block_Groups” file. Go to “properties.” Click on label titled “symbology.” For
“Value,” select “Pop 2000,” and make sure that “Normalization” is “None.” For “Classes,” select (4) “Natural
Breaks.” On the left, under “Quantities,” select “Graduated Colors.” This means that the population data will
be expressed by color. You can choose whatever colors you prefer; in this case, shades of blue were used.
Next: Right click on “1/4 Mile Dudley Street Buffer.” Go to properties. Click on “Symbol.” Make sure that
the “fill color” is hollow, and the “outline color” is bright, in this case, red. In this map, the width is 2 points.
At this point, you should see the Dudley ¼ Mile Buffer, the census block groups within that buffer, colorcoded according to population size, and the Dudley Street Parcels.
II.
The next step is to create a second map, showing the entire DSNI Core and Parcels, as a geographic frame of
reference, so that the viewer will know what the population map is referring to.
First, you need to create a new data frame. Do this by going to “insert,” “data frame.”
Next, move the “DSNI_Core_Parcels_2000” File to the new data frame. Copy the “Dudley Mile” and “1/4
Mile Dudley Street Buffer” and paste those files to the new data frame. (Do this by right clicking, “copy,”
then right clicking and “new data frame” and “paste layer.” You should now have a map showing the whole
DSNI core and all the parcels, with the Dudley Street parcels visible in a different color, and the ¼ mile
Dudley Street Buffer visible as well.
Now, you need to size the maps. The population profile should be larger, since that is the main point of the
mapping. Do this by selecting the black arrow feature in the center, and manually size the maps so that the
main map is approximately two or three times larger than the inset map.
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III.
Now that both maps are created, the final steps are making them easy to read. This is done by adding titles,
labels, legends, a scale, a North arrow, and any other features that you feel would add to the clarity of the
map.
First, insert a title for both maps. Go to “insert” and select “title.” Place the title where in a location that
makes it clear what is being titled. Change the font, style, size, by right clicking on it, going to “properties,”
and selecting “change symbol.”
Next, insert a neatline. This “cleans up” and forms a border to the map. Go to “insert,” “neatline.” Change the
width by right clicking the features, and going to “properties,” and selecting “change symbol.”
Next, you need to insert a legend, so that a map viewer knows what population numbers on the map
correspond to the various displayed colors. Go to “insert,” “legend.” The layers to include are “Dudley Mile,”
“1/4 Mile Dudley Buffer,” and “Buffer Block Groups.” Click “next.”
The next several steps involve formatting the legend. In this case, no changes were made, so keep clicking
next until the Legend Wizard says “finished,” and the legend will be displayed on your map template. To
change the location or size of the legend, use the black arrow feature. In this case, the legend is located at
bottom-right of the frame. The completed legend should show the four shades of blue, with corresponding
population figures, and also the Dudley buffer, and Dudley parcel symbols.
Next, insert a scale bar on both maps. This is important so that the viewer can relate the maps to geographic
size. For the main map, go to “insert,” “scale bar,” and select a desired scale. There are several options. Then,
once inserted, right click on the feature, go to “properties,” and select “adjust division value.” Under “division
value,” type “.5” for the main map, and “1 mile” for the smaller map. Then, adjust the two scale bars
accordingly to fit their various maps.
The last thing necessary is a direction arrow. Go to “insert,” and then go to “north arrow.” Choose a desired
style. Insert and adjust location, size, etc.
The final step in creating the map is to insert the source data. This is the same as citing a source in a
document. This also can show the map viewer where the data comes from, so that the viewer can know how
accurate, or how recent, the data is. In the case of this map, the data comes from the city of Boston assessing
department, and the United States census bureau. It is also standard to show the projection of the data. In this
case, that projection is GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983. The projection data can be seen by right clicking on the shape files, going
to “properties,” then going to “source.” The projection source data tells the map viewer how they can create
similar data. It is also standard to include the name of the map creator, group/company/organization that
funded or claims the map, and the date of the map’s creation. To include these things, select the “A” feature to
add text. Add the text, then adjust the size and location to place where desired. The size used for this type of
text is usually the smallest text on the map.
Submitted by Anna Karwowska and Jason Luger for Sibley Consulting. (12/04)
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SAMPLE DSNI USER ASSESSMENT FORM

Created by Julienne Chen with assistance from Ruth Aslanis
© November 2004
The following questionnaire is designed to identify gauge what existing resources are available and what
potential resources are desired for the development of a comprehensive GIS system. Please find a time to
complete the following user assessment as a team.
Name of Organization _________________________________________________
Primary Contact and Telephone Number___________________________________
Number of Staff ______________
Please list organizational functions and describe the activities performed to accomplish each function
● I.e. Affordable Housing
o Evaluate change in affordable housing units available
o Promote development of affordable housing units through acquiring desirable vacant parcels
● I.e. Community Economic Development
○ Locate places that have business and commercial needs
○
●
○
○
●
○
○

Software Resources
What software capabilities does the organization possess and use to store data?
Name
MS Access
File Maker Pro
Adobe Photoshop
MS Excel

Version #

Notes
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What GIS related software capabilities does the organization possess?
Name

Version #

Notes

ArcView
MapInfo
AutoCAD
Microstation
ArcMap

Staff Capacity
For each of the software programs listed above, please indicate how many staff members who know how to
use the software, their skill level, how often the program is used and for what purpose
Name

# of Staff
Members
Who Use
Software

Skill Level
of Staff
Members
(High,
Medium,
Low)

Amount of
Time
Allocated
for Software

What Purposes the Software is Used For

Skill Level
of Staff
Members
(High,
Medium,
Low)

Amount of
Time
Allocated
for Software

What Purposes the Software is Used For

MS Access
File Maker Pro
Adobe Photoshop
MS Excel

GIS Related Software
Name
# of Staff
Members
Who Use
Software
ArcView
MapInfo
AutoCAD
Microstation
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Existing Data
Maps
Please list the maps most commonly produced and/or used by the organization, including all aerial
photography.
Hardcopy Map

Description

How
frequently
used

Notes

Description

How
frequently
used

Format

i.e. Aerial Photo
of Building
Footprints

Electronic Map
i.e.. Zoning Map
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Data Sources
For each organization responsibility and function (see page 1), please list all non-map data that contains some
type of location data, including Parcel ID number, street name and number, etc. These files are commonly in
the form of an excel spreadsheet or database.
Function
i.e. Affordable
Housing

i.e. Community
Economic
Development

Data Name
HMDA Data

Description/Data Source
Community Reinvestment Act

Data Format
.xls

City of Boston
Assessment Data
Land Parcel Changes

Includes total property values

.dbf

Zoning Board of Appeals

.xls

Coles Business
Directory

Includes data pertaining to
existing businesses in the
Dudley Neighborhood
Includes land use

.xls

City of Boston
Assessment Data

For each organization responsibility and function (see page 1), please list all GIS-ready data files in
possession by the organization that correspond to the function. These files are commonly in the form of a
shapefile.
Function
i.e.. Affordable
Housing

Data Name
2004 Parcels

Description/Data Source
From the City of Boston,
includes Parcel ID number and
outlines of all parcels

Data Format
Shapefile

i.e.. Community
Economic
Development

2004 Parcels

From the City of Boston,
includes Parcel ID number and
outlines of all parcels

Shapefile
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Mapping
For each organization responsibility and function (see page 1), please list maps that would be of use and
existing or desired data needed to create such maps.
Affordable Housing
•

I.e. Change in residential land use over time
Data needed: City of Boston Parcels Shapefiles over time, City of Boston Assessment Data over time

● I.e. Change in residential land values over time
Data needed: City of Boston Parcels Shapefiles over time, City of Boston Assessment Data over time
●

Number and location of affordable housing units over time

Data needed: HMDA data, City of Boston Parcels Shapefiles over time, City of Boston
Assessment Data over time
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Community Economic Development
● I.e. Status of current development projects
Data needed: Boston Redevelopment Authority project data

● I.e. Look up existing vacant parcels that are zoned for commercial purposes
Data needed: City of Boston Parcels Shapefiles, City of Boston Assessment Data
●
●

x

●

Hardware
Please identify all computer hardware available and used in the organization
Computer Type/CPU speed/
Operating system

RAM
(memory)

Monitor
Size

Contains GIS
Software?

Connected to
Network?

Internet
Connected?

e.g. Pentium II, 166 MHz,
Windows 95

128

17 inch

Yes

Yes

Yes

e.g. Powermac G4, 800 MHz,
MacOS9

Please identify all non-computer hardware available and used in the organization
Hardware

Current Use

Has relevant
software?

e.g.. Epson Scanner
e.g. Digital Camera

Thank you!
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Comments

DSNI AND COMMUNITY VIZ: BRIEF STRATEGY REPORT
Purpose:
Now in its 20th year of serving Boston’s Roxbury neighborhood, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative
(DSNI) is seeking the City of Boston’s approval for the expansion of its unprecedented eminent domain
powers. While DSNI has the authority to acquire vacant properties through eminent domain, there are several
strategically-located brownfields that could potentially lend themselves well to redevelopment. Many of them
are located within 0.5 to 1.0 km from major highway and transit lines and could therefore be significant
sources of revenue for the community. Under expanded eminent domain powers, DSNI would be free to
redevelop these areas in a way that satisfies the community. However, the strong precedent that such authority
would set and associated issues in the City as a whole could preclude the expansion.
The capacity to tangibly demonstrate the benefits of redevelopment could be a powerful tool for DSNI to use
during the approval process. One method is 3D visualization, which would allow the community and players
to visually evaluate the proposed redevelopment. A software package that has the ability to do this is
CommunityViz, a suite of extensions for ArcGIS. This report briefly evaluates the product’s ease of use, which
will ultimately determine its utility in helping DSNI achieve its objectives.
Advantages:
A hallmark of an effective software tool is that there is little to moderate difference between how quickly an
expert and non-expert can become moderately proficient. The documentation that is included with
CommunityViz is relatively comprehensive and provides a rapid, but relatively non-technical, introduction to
the program’s functionality. The exercises provided in the documentation took approximately 5-6 hours to
complete, well within the standard 7-9 hour workday. These time estimates were done by the reviewer, who
has made previous investments in GIS skills, but the total time for an entry-level user should not exceed the
workday. The tutorials repeat certain important operations (such as terrain generation), which gives the user
additional practice. There are adequate screen dumps so the user can verify his or her output. Since the
program is primarily driven by a graphical user interface, technical knowledge of GIS is not required but
would greatly enhance the user’s experience.
Once the user has completed the tutorials, using the product is relatively easy, as the documentation provides
a template that may be translated to other scenes. Functions are rationally organized in an ArcGIS toolbar, as
well as the 3D viewer. The workflow is relatively smooth, which will improve the user’s efficiency.
A number of potentially useful functionality is also available within Community Viz. There are multiple tools
for setting the appearance of the community visualization. Once DSNI has a design for the brownfields they
are seeking to redevelop, they can place 3D models of them within their virtual community to show the
contrast between the existing and proposed condition of the parcels in question. They can also conduct certain
socio-economic analyses using Scenario 360. The numbers generated here can also be a powerful tool for
demonstrating the benefits of brownfields redevelopment.
Disadvantages:
Although the program was easy to use from the perspective of a GIS user, there are certain aspects that may
reduce its utility without significant time and personnel investments. While the modeling capabilities of
Scenario 360 are powerful, using them to their full capacity may require a modest amount of training and/or
outside assistance (Cornell, MIT, City of Boston, etc.). DSNI will have to evaluate whether these investments
will be worthwhile.
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GIS data management will also be a strong determining factor in the utility of the software. Producing
sufficiently detailed visualizations will require a great deal of organization. In order to have a realistic
depiction of the neighborhood, elevation and imagery of the area will be required. Fortunately, DSNI already
has orthophotos (offering resolution of 50 cm) of the neighborhood and elevation data. Unfortunately, the
elevation data is in shapefile form, and must be converted to a grid to be useful. Public geospatial data
clearinghouses such as MassGIS should have sufficiently detailed digital elevation models if the converted
shapefile is not sufficiently accurate. The most challenging aspect of implementing CommunityViz will be
maintaining and organizing data on existing structures. Fortunately, there is data available for the Dudley
Street Neighborhood that includes story height. Structure heights can then be determined using an average
height of 4 m per story. While a digital 3D model of the entire DSNI area is certainly in the organization’s
best interests, for the purpose of demonstrating brownfields redevelopment, structure data need only be
updated and displayed within a 300 to 800 foot radius of each target parcel.
The final issue with CommunityViz is that it is computationally expensive. DSNI will need to evaluate
whether their computer systems are powerful enough to handle the large amount of data that the program
requires. The stated system requirements are 450-650 MHz of processing power with 256 MB of RAM. 1 GB
of hard disk space is required as well. Additional processing and data storage capacity will enhance
performance. In the unlikely event that these specifications cannot be met, DSNI may opt to pursue a
technology-enhancement grant from various Federal, State, local and private sources.
Preliminary Conclusion:
In conclusion, the reviewer recommends that DSNI invest in CommunityViz technology since it will enhance
their ability to meet their objectives. Sibley Consulting will evaluate the software’s capacity to accurately
display information (including land-use, assessed/market prices, brownfields and transportation information)
about the Dudley Street Neighborhood. This will include a sample visualization which DSNI may evaluate.
Sibley Consulting will provide more a more detailed assessment no later than 2004.11.10. However, it is up to
DSNI to evaluate the program for itself and tailor their implementation plans to its immediate and long-term
needs and resources.
Submitted by E.J. Neafsey for Sibley Consulting. (12/04)
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WEB SURVEYOR REVIEW

Purpose:
Resident-based responses are extremely useful for input to community-based organizations whose goals and
values embody the advancement of the community. As residents of the Dudley Street Neighborhood
Initiative (DSNI) neighborhood, a survey can be completed the overall resident population. Websurveyor can
identify community needs and provide input from the community, through a democratic process using an
internet-based survey environment to collect information about their opinions. By taking a survey residents
can feel that their opinion really matters in a community since it has been incorporated in a tangible way.
Through the internet, there can be a virtual bond between the CBO administration which governs the
organization and its residents. Community surveys can help residents be more succinct in their opinions.
This can help organizations, like DSNI, have a more specific focus in their activities. The web survey results
can reflect overall trends and opinions of the community-at-large. For example, it can determine income
trends, as well as community needs and assets.
In a community that is active and engaged in the community planning process, it is important to analyze the
opinions of the residents and acknowledge their input before doing market analyses for potential economic
development opportunities. Residents know best what type of development they need. Websurveyor is also
special because it can truly reflect the needs of the community by customizing the questions specific to the
community instead of asking global questions. Each resident survey can have a theme related to a specific
community, which is particularly important because DSNI’s needs may be different than theory based surveys
generated by econometric market analysis models. However, both traditional market analyses and resident
input are important to understand overall development trends and potential future development opportunities
within the DSNI community.
For the purposes of our analysis of Websurveyor, the Sibley Consulting team focused on survey questions that
provided answers to their goal of economic empowerment. A sample survey31 was developed and the team
served as the mock community from which to get answers to this test survey. When used by DSNI, the
information collected from the survey will be used for purposes of market analysis, demographics, and
evaluation of resident preferences. Surveys can also help DSNI track progress as well as satisfaction with
pilot programs within the community. Some sample questions that resident based web surveys can help
answer are:
1. How have affordable housing programs helped you in the first year homeownership?
2. What would you like to see being done with vacant land?
3. How satisfied are you with DSNI’s contribution to the community this year?
4. How has resident input contributed to DSNI’s goals and objectives?

31

A sample survey for DSNI, created by Anna Karwowska, can be found under the following URL:
http://atcdb.cit.cornell.edu/survey//wsb.dll/mmt7/SibleyConsultingSurvey.htm
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With the advancement of technology, community based organizations like DSNI can now create web based
surveys through programs such as We Surveyor, which will enable the organization to save money on postage
as well as get quick and up to date feedback from its residents who have access to a computer and the internet.
The program will also enable the survey questionnaire authors to analyze the data in an expedited manner
through the use of the WebSurveyor response analysis tools, which enable the use of tables and graphs that
can be easily exported into presentations and word documents.
Advantages:
The purpose of the WebSurveyor program is to conduct web-based surveys. The surveys can be administered
and responded through a website, to which you can invite users to take the survey. A CBO can send email
invitations to all residents within an area to fill out a survey through an HTML link. The facility of internet
based surveys may encourage more resident participation since people would be more likely to fill the online
out rather than filling one out by hand and mailing it. The surveys can be taken through a secure connection
as well as be read only. The surveys can also become a part of a virtual webpage. This can be especially
useful for community-based organizations such as DSNI that rely heavily on resident input. Once data
analyses are complete, the program also has a feature to create tables based on the input and explore these
tables into other programs such as Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Clipboard.
The data analysis section features basic, as well as, advanced forms of data analysis. This includes the
creation of different graphs, such as pie charts, and bar graphs for example. However, the Websurveyor
program also has a feature to make cross tabulation references between two sets of data inputs that are not
alike. Such analysis may be useful to evaluate the statistical significance of a variable. Another useful
feature is the filtering data through analysis. This feature allows isolates the inputs that are of particular
interest to the organization. For example, DSNI could create a subset of homeowners there are between the
ages of 25-35 within the DSNI boundary from a total survey that identifies the number and age of all
homeowners.
The software for Web Surveyor is easy to learn and use. The WebSurveyor wizard has a step-by-step process
which helps the author create an individualized web surveys. For example, if DSNI is unsure of what should
be input into the survey, they can choose a model survey from the Wizard that contains pre-defined questions
in areas such as education and commerce. Once a question template is inserted, it can be edited and
customized questions and answers can be added. This is a simple process, as long as the correct answer
responses are created to correlate to the question asked. The wizard also provides training in the different
types of questions that can be asked to gather both quantitative and qualitative data. The WebSurveyor wizard
also has a question library, and question list, that can suggest potential questions that may be of use to the
organization. In addition, one is able to create one’s own question library and question list for future use and
reference.
The program also has a very nicely structured way of presenting acknowledgements. The author of the survey
can insert text, such as providing information about the survey and a thank you to the survey respondent,
which can motivate a response. Other design features include a way of choosing background graphics for the
survey so that it looks more interesting. The graphics included in the survey, despite the many choices of
background templates, is restrained so that the focus is more on questions and not on the background. This
helps the survey to be easy to read.
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Disadvantages:
There are many system and program development requirements for using Websurveyor. For example, there
are drawbacks to how questions are answered. In program has a feature to flag certain questions within the
survey. This means that respondents, before submitting the questionnaire, must answer certain questions, or
their submission of the survey will be declined. Also, some questions do not accept certain numeric or
alphabetical values. For example, if “0” is submitted as an answer to a question asking how old you are, the
survey will not accept the response. While these features can be changed, it requires a greater amount of
training and editing by the survey designer.
It might also be difficult to perform a data analysis from a survey if one is not trained to conduct surveys. For
example, a survey may be missing important information because the user failed to ask the correct questions,
and therefore the survey may not reflect the level of analysis necessary to make the survey production
meaningful. Another problem is the nature of the survey itself. A survey can be made to be too time
consuming. Web Surveyor, despite having an informative tutorial and question wizard, does not explain what
questions to not ask or how to format questions so that they are not difficult to answer and/or deter responses.
Another problem in web-based surveys is the quality of response. Since the responses are submitted
electronically, there isn’t an easy way of filtering misused responses. However,, one is able to edit the
questionnaire results manually and delete “bad” responses that may skew the results of the survey. This,
however, can also lead to misuse by the questionnaire administrator who can delete surveys based on what he
or she wants as the desired outcome of the survey. Furthermore, the survey does allow respondents to take
the survey more than once, which may also skew the results as well.
There is also a limitation to using the program from PC-based computers only. This might pose difficulty for
many users who must access public computers, where data can be lost much more easily. Limitations may
also include access to the internet and computer, as well as computer literacy. Some of the less
technologically trained residents may not like to use computers and prefer mailed surveys instead.
Another disadvantage to using the program is the private costs. The cost table of Websurveyor may be found
on the following link: http://www.websurveyor.com/products/now.asp. The WebSurvyor program costs
$250, per survey. However there is limited funding through the program for education purposes for
universities and high schools. DSNI may also be able to obtain access to a free WebSurveyor program
through a technology credit available from TechSoup.
Conclusion:
Surveys are wonderful tools for community expression. They can provide DSNI with the tools necessary to
expand their knowledge of the community through analysis of resident-based input of community needs and
assets. Specifically, resident-based surveys can focus on housing and economic development trends and
potential development opportunities. In conjunction with other tools, such as GIS, Community VIZ and a
wonderful and enthusiastic staff, many objectives can be reached for purposes of community empowerment.
Goals can include the analysis of what residents think about how far the community has come, and what else
can be done to go beyond what any CBO has done, before in order to forge relationships between the
community and the organization in new ways.
Submitted by Anna Karwowska for Sibley Consulting. (12/04)
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES (INTERNET)

Introduction to GIS
Cornell University CyberTower
Applied GIS: Turning Data into Information
Cornell Adult University’s online classroom
http://cybertower.cornell.edu
ESRI
http://www.esri.com--provides a Virtual Campus and tutorials, including a tutorial on geodatabase creation
and management
Data Sources
The Boston Atlas
http://www.mapjunction.com/places/Boston_BRA/--geographic information at the City level, provided by the
Boston Redevelopment Authority
ESRI
http://www.esri.com--limited free data
Geodata
http://www.geodata.gov--the nation’s official portal for geographic information at the Federal, State, Local
and Private levels
MassGIS
http://www.mass.gov/mgis--geographic information at the Commonwealth level
Examples of community based GIS
Community Mapping Assistance Project (created by the New York Public Interest Research Group)
http://www.cmap.nypirg.org
National Neighborhood Indicators Project (NNIP)
http://www.urban.org/nnip
Neighborhood Knowledge Los Angeles
http://www.nkla.ucla.edu
Policy Link
http://www.policylink.org
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Sample surveys from other CBO’s and counties dealing with community and economic empowerment
City of Cerritos (California) Survey of Residents
http://www.ci.cerritos.ca.us/citygov/resident.pdf
Community Development Capacity Index, Community Self Assessment Survey (University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign)
http://www.communitydevelopment.uiuc.edu/surveys/CSASurvey_CDCIa.html
North East Independent School District (San Antonio, Texas)
http://teacher.neisd.net/commresponse/questions.cfm
RECA Foundation
http://www.tcfn.org/mapping
The Social Capital Community Benchmark Survey
http://www.cfsv.org/communitysurvey/
Somerset County (New Jersey) Community Survey
http://www.co.somerset.nj.us/_smartgrowth/survey.htm
The State of Oregon Economic and Community Development Department’s Assessment of
Telecommunications Needs Community Survey
http://www.econ.state.or.us/telecom/survey_Comm.pdf
vivED
http://www.vived.com/members/Community_survey20020109.pdf

Software
TechSoup—The Technology Place for Non-Profits
http://www.tech-soup.com
Community Viz
http://www.communityviz.org
WebSurveyor
http://www.websurveyor.com
ESRI ArcGIS 8.3, 9.0
http://www.esri.com
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DSNI DATA ARCHIVE
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Jason Webb, Director of Operations
Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative

FROM:

Leila Aman, Sibley Consulting

DATE:

December 16, 2004

RE:

DSNI DATA ARCHIVE

This memorandum introduces the final aspect of the DSNI/Cornell University GIS partnership: The DSNI
Data Archive. The following will summarize the Archive elements and how it relates to the overall goals of
the project. The second section will focus on how the data is organized and how it can be viewed.
I. Goal Assessment
One of the goals of the DSNI/Cornell University GIS partnership was to create a platform for DSNI to
incorporate GIS technology into their organization. Throughout this process, Sibley Consulting has
conducted, stressed that empowerment comes through excellent data management and organization. The
aforementioned report outlines how DSNI can take advantage of existing data resources at little or no cost,
how they can organize and store that data with ArcGIS software and how more complex data models can be
designed to create a geodatabase. The mapping analysis provided by Sibley Consulting was focused on
illustrating various methods of using GIS to address geographic problems, and how data can be stored and
analyzed spatially. The final element of this project is to assist DSNI with the development of a customized
GIS. To accomplish this task Sibley Consulting has organized and transformed the report resources used
throughout the report and mapping analysis in order to create a comprehensive DSNI Data Archive. This data
archive is intended to provide DSNI with the building blocks they need to develop an advanced GIS and to
begin to integrate the technology into the organizations business functions.
The data archive is the fundamental tool that will allow DSNI to move from spectator to competitor. An
interest and understanding GIS is positive, however, it takes application and practice to maximize use of the
technology. As such Sibley Consulting has elected not to provide an exhaustive list of descriptions of the
data resources, rather we focused on creating metadata and file organization that will allow users to easily sift
through and assess the data using ArcCatalog. As described in the project report, the data sources will depend
upon the questions that need to be answered. The next section of this memo briefly outlines the organization
of the data and how the data sources can be viewed.
II. Organization
The data is organized into major categories such as “Parcel” or “Boundary” as the major category that
represents the main theme of the files within that folder. Within each folder are various subfolders based on
geography, year or topic. For example, in the major category “Parcel” there are sub folders for 2002 and
2004 and within those folders there are sub folders for DSNI and Roxbury Dorchester for example. The file
structure provided for DSNI is quite detailed and can be explored easily using ArcCatalog. DSNI should use
this structure as a starting point, and further refine and reorganize the data to better reflect internal project
administration needs.
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III. Viewing data sources
Most of the data included in the archive are either database (referred to as dBase) or shapefiles. When viewed
in Windows explorer each shapefile has between 3-5 separate sub-files. This is a typical data structure for
ArcGIS and, as such, makes viewing and analyzing the data cumbersome and can result in many creative data
errors. The recommended way to view GIS data is by using ArcCatalog. ArcCatalog “packages” the
individual files for each shapefile and represents them in a catalog tree. (See Figure 1)
Figure 1: DSNI data structure Table of Contents

Catalog Tree
Subfolder

Major Folder
Shapefile

To view details about each file (such as viewing the geography, the attribute table and metadata), simply click
on any shapefile in the table of contents. Information about that file will appear in the window to the right of
the table of contents. The default view is typically the metadata window.
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Sibley Consulting has ensured that every editable shapefile has an abstract, citation and thumbnail image.
(See Figure 2) When users sift through the data files the information is readily available.
Note: When viewing data resources in that Excel and Word, other such files will not appear in ArcCatalog.
The major folder labeled Tables has a series of tables in Excel format. To view these documents use the
normal default program used to view program folders.
Figure 2

III. Next Steps
We believe the project report and supporting memo along with the data archive will provided DSNI with a
practical and immediate way to develop a GIS for future economic empowerment through community
development. We have provided a document that outlines the development of a GIS and have also provided a
framework with which DSNI can build a comprehensive GIS. The first step in taking control of the data will
be to open the data archive and discover the many valuable data resources now available to DSNI.
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GLOSSARY
Note: This glossary only defines terms that were used in this reports and its map analysis. For detailed
terminology and definitions of GIS and its functions and features, please refer to the glossary in Getting to
Know ArcGIS 9.0 or ESRI’s online GIS dictionary at http://www.esri.com/library/glossary.html
Ad Valorem Tax: property tax is an "ad-valorem" (based on value) tax; The tax is apportioned to individual
properties based on the value of the property.
Appraisal: An opinion of the value of a property at a given point in time; this may be completed for
individual or mass valuation of real property; typically real estate appraisals are done by independent real
estate appraisers while mass valuation is typically done by municipal assessors.
Assessment: ‘estimate of value’ for real estate which ad valorem taxes are based upon; assessment of a large
number of parcels for property tax purposes is mass appraisal; the property tax, both real and personal
property, is assessed to the person who is the owner of record.
Attributes: the data categories that are stored within a GIS database; each object within a table will contain
attributes; an attribute table for a shapefile of parcels could contain attributes items such as Parcel ID, area
and land use; each object within the shapefile would then contain, and potentially display, these attributes.
Behaviors: properties of an object ina geodatabase that describe how it can be edited and drawn; includes
validation rules, subtypes, default value and relationships.
City of Boston Empowerment Zone: The Empowerment Zone (EZ) includes 5.8 square miles of some of
the City's most vibrant and diverse neighborhoods. Its 57,640 residents, roughly 10% of the City's population,
live in Chinatown, Dorchester, Jamaica Plain, Mission Hill, Roxbury, the Seaport District, South Boston, and
the South End.
Cole’s Business Directory: a yellow-page directory of all businesses in the City of Boston; includes
information on the total number of businesses, by type, by block group; for the purposes of this study,
Business data from 1999 was used.
Community Based Information Management System: an information management system which is
created at the neighborhood level for use by the community to implement the goals necessary for strategic
planning initiatives; data for the CBIMS can initially be obtained from secondary resources (such as assessing
data) but then can be updated using local knowledge in an information data warehouse that uses algorithms
that define relationships and behaviors of data that can be used in standard GIS processes; also known as
‘resident led community based information management system.’
(note: this is a new term which was coined as part of this project.)
Computer Aided Mass Appraisal (CAMA): denotes an estimate of value based upon a large number of
parcels for tax purposes using an automated algorithm for data processing.
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Community Land Trust: typically acquire and hold land, but sell off any residential or commercial
buildings which are on the land; In this way, the cost of land in the housing equation is minimized or
eliminated, thus making the housing more affordable; The land leases, in addition to being long-term
(typically ninety-nine years) and renewable, are also assignable to the heirs of the leaseholder; Most,
if not all, CLTs have in place "limited equity" policies and formulas that restrict the resale price of
the housing in order to maintain its long-term affordability; These features of the community land
trust model provide homeownership opportunities to people who might otherwise be left out of the
market; Establishment of community land trusts began to take off in the early 1980s. The number of
active CLTs in the U.S. has more than tripled since 1987.
Database (.dbf) , database file: A collection of organized according to a conceptual structure describing the
characteristics of the data and the relationships among their corresponding , supporting applications areas. For
example, a database includes data about the position and characteristics of geographical features.

Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) : a nonprofit community-based planning and
organizing entity based in the Roxbury/North Dorchester area of Boston. DSNI's approach to
neighborhood revitalization is comprehensive (physical, environmental, economic and human). It
was formed in 1984 when residents of the Dudley Street area came together out of fear and anger to
revive their neighborhood that was nearly devastated by arson, disinvestment, neglect and redlining
practices, and protect it from outside speculators. DSNI is the only community-based nonprofit in
the country which has been granted eminent domain authority over abandoned land within its
boundaries; DSNI works to implement resident-driven plans with partners including Community
Development Corporations (CDCs), other nonprofit organizations and religious institutions serving
the neighborhood, banks, government agencies, businesses and foundations. The Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative has grown into a collaborative effort of over 2,700 resident members,
businesses, non-profits and religious institutions concerned with revitalizing this culturally diverse
neighborhood of 24,000 people and maintaining its character and affordability.
Dudley Neighbors Incorporated (DNI): the Community Land Trust for the Dudley Street Neighborhood
Initiative which was created by the residents to ensure long term home ownership affordability in the DSNI
service area; is the redevelopment arm of DSNI and holds the power of eminent domain for the triangle.
Feature class: a representation of a geographic feature that includes points, lines, areas and annotation.
Geodatabase: an object-oriented database that provides services for managing geographic data; these
services includes validation rules, relationships and topological associations; contains feature datasets and is
hosted inside of a relational database management system (RDBMS).
Geocoding: also known as address matching; is the process of creating geometric representations for
descriptions of locations; a geocoding service defines the process for converting non-spatial descriptions of
places into spatial descriptions.
Geographic Information Systems: a system of computer software, hardware and data and personnel to help
manipulate, analyze and present information that is tied to a spatial location.

Global Positioning System (GPS): worldwide radio-navigation system formed from a constellation
of 24 satellites and their ground stations; GPS uses these "man-made stars" as reference points to
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calculate positions accurate to a matter of meters; In a sense it's like giving every square meter on the
planet a unique address.
Market Value: The most probable price which a ready, willing and able buyer would pay and a willing
seller will accept, both being fully informed under no pressure to act. The market value may be different from
the price a property can actually be sold for at a given time (market price).
Mass Appraisal: denotes an estimate of value based upon a large number of parcels for tax purposes.
Parcel: An individual piece of land; a lot; a unit of land that provides a spatial address for the purposes of
mapping and analysis on a property level that is spatially coded.
Personal Geodatabase: a relational database that is designed and used by single entities; specifically, there is
only one use that can edit the database at any given time.
Property Classification Type (PCT): one type of land use classification system used by the City of Boston;
PCT groups land use similar to that of the land use code but the PCT gives more detail as to the type of
development contained therein; for example, the land use code will show whether a parcel is used for
commercial purposes while the PCL indicates the exact type of commercial use of the parcel (e.g. fast food
restaurant); in this report, property classification type was used to indicate the change in specific use as
opposed to overall general land use as a meaningful level of analysis.
Rasters: represent geographic features by dividing the world into discrete square called cells; images are
examples of raster features; each cell contains an attribute value and a locational coordinate.
Relational Database: a collection of data items organized as a set of formally-described tables from which
data can be accessed or reassembled in many different ways without having to reorganize the database tables;
The standard user and application program interface to a relational database is the structured query language
(SQL); SQL statements are used both for interactive queries for information from a relational database and for
gathering data for reports; In addition to being relatively easy to create and access, a relational database has
the important advantage of being easy to extend. After the original database creation, a new data category can
be added without requiring that all existing applications be modified; A relational database is a set of tables
containing data fitted into predefined categories. Each table (which is sometimes called a relation) contains
one or more data categories in columns. Each row contains a unique instance of data for the categories
defined by the columns. For example, a typical business order entry database would include a table that
described a customer with columns for name, address, phone number, and so forth. Another table would
describe an order: product, customer, date, sales price, and so forth. A user of the database could obtain a view
of the database that fitted the user's needs. For example, a branch office manager might like a view or report
on all customers that had bought products after a certain date. A financial services manager in the same
company could, from the same tables, obtain a report on accounts that needed to be paid; When creating a
relational database, you can define the domain of possible values in a data column and further constraints that
may apply to that data value. For example, a domain of possible customers could allow up to ten possible
customer names but be constrained in one table to allowing only three of these customer names to be
specifiable.; The definition of a relational database results in a table of metadata or formal descriptions of the
tables, columns, domains, and constraints.
Shapefile: a vector (points, lines and polygons) data storage format for storing the location, shape and
attributes of geographic features; a shapefile is stored in a set of related files and contains one feature class.
Vector: represents a geographic feature with lines, points and polygons.
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Sources for Definitions:

www.dsni.org
www.esri.com
http://www.trimble.com/gps/what.html
giswww.pok.ibm.com/glosstext.html
http://www.gis.com/whatisgis/whatisgis.pdf
www.mapc.org/data_gis/coles.html
www.atlantic-mortgages.com/glossary.html
http://en.mimi.hu/gis/database.html
http://searchdatabase.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid13_gci212885_top1,00.html
http://www.plannersweb.com/articles/pet112.html
http://www.cityofboston.gov/bra/bostonez/index.htm
http://www.town.freetown.ma.us/dept/faq_detail.asp?DeptID=BOA&FAQID=7
http://houseandhome.msn.com/help/glossary.aspx
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SIBLEY CONSULTING TEAM PROFILE

Leila is currently a Masters student in the field of City and Regional
Planning at Cornell University. Leila is also continuing an internship from
this summer with Metro, the Portland (OR) Metropolitan area regional
government to develop a land use inventory model. This model will be
used to develop a GIS database that will serve as an information resource
for planners, local officials, developers and community organizations to
implement development projects consistent with the region’s concept for
growth. Leila has also served as a Teaching Assistant for the Introductory
GIS course in the Department of City and Regional Planning at Cornell
University and is currently Research Assistant to Ann-Margaret Esnard
participating in the update of Hypocity, Professor Esnard’s GIS based
comprehensive land use planning workbook.
Leila Aman

Julienne is a senior in the Department of City and Regional Planning. Her
experience includes working as a GIS Intern for the City of Ithaca Planning
Department, where she prepared maps that were used for demographic,
traffic and parking analysis. She also helped build a GIS database of the
businesses located within the City’s Business Improvement District. Her
other GIS projects include an equity analysis of the fare structure of Ithaca’s
regional public transportation provider. Julienne also has experience
working in the field of economic development for Ithaca’s Business
Improvement District. Her other job experience includes working for the
Department of Transportation’s Office of Civil Rights, which provided her
with exposure to grassroots planning and issues of environmental justice and
accessibility.
Julienne Chen

Anna Karwowska

Anna is a senior in the Department of City and Regional Planning. Her main
area of expertise is land use and environmental planning. Her interests lie in
hazard planning and land suitability analysis. Her work experience in the
urban planning field includes working as a special assistant to the village
planner of the Hastings on Hudson village, located in Westchester County,
NY. This position helped familiarize her with grant writing and macro-scale
Excel database creation. It also enabled her to participate and gain
experience working along the local waterfront redevelopment project.
Currently, Anna is also working as a research assistant in the field of
sociology. Her most recent GIS project is a land suitability analysis for
organic farming within the boundaries of the Adirondack State Park in New
York.
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Josh is a Masters student in the field of City and Regional Planning. His
undergraduate degree is in Political Science and East Asian Studies. His
previous GIS projects include a report that was deigned to alleviate some of
the problems of lack of information on federal government employment
within the planning profession. This report cited general advantages of
working for the federal government and illustrated where the “hot spots” are
for recruitments. Through GIS maps, Josh also identified where most of the
planners work in the US, where the highest average salaries are, where the
highest salaries for new hires were in 2003, where most of the new hires
took place in 2003, and where most retirement happened in 2003.
Kyu-Sang (Joshua) Lee

Jason Luger

Jason is a senior in the Cornell University Urban and Regional Studies
program. His specific interests are in urban development, land use planning,
real estate development, and regional economic development. He has had
hands-on experience with neighborhood analysis, both in Ithaca, in North
Carolina, and abroad. Most recently, he prepared a neighborhood profile of
Parioli, a district in Rome, Italy, as part of the Cornell in Rome City
Planning Studio. He also helped prepare a report for the Southside
Neighborhood Initiative in Ithaca, NY, as part of Professor Kenneth
Reardon’s neighborhood revitalization seminar. He used GIS mapping, onstreet surveys, resident interviews and data collection/analysis to complete
both the Rome and Ithaca projects. He has also interned for the Town of
Chapel Hill Planning Department in North Carolina, where he helped
prepare an updated floor-area ratio proportion for the town’s new zoning
code.

EJ is a senior in Cornell University’s Department of Crop and Soil Science.
He has enjoyed approximately five years of experience in GIS, remote
sensing, geostatistics and natural resource management fields. He has
served as a volunteer in the Natural Resource Conservation Service’s
Environmental Quality Incentive Program in his home state of Connecticut.
He has also conducted ground-breaking research in remote sensing at both
Cornell and the University of Connecticut. He spent the past summer
working with the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection on
its FEMA-mandated state hazard mitigation plan. This entailed updating
maps of critical facilities and running hazard simulations for several
Connecticut communities.
E.J. Neafsey
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Dr. Michelle M. Thompson is Principal of Thompson RE Consultants, a real
estate education and research firm. She has expertise in real estate appraisal,
spatial analysis, land valuation, geographic information systems (GIS) and
science. Michelle has been affiliated with Cornell University teaching both
GIS theory and practice, a Faculty member with both the Cornell Urban
Scholars Program and the Program in Real Estate, as well as, a Faculty
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